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1 Introduction
Both algebraic geometry and combinatorics are fields which have experienced a tremendous
growth throughout the last century. Algebraic geometry has its roots in the study of
polynomial functions. Attempts to solve quadratic equations are known to date back to
the classical era [25, p. 31]. Its modern form however, according to [10, Chapter 1], started
to take shape around 1860 when the idea of studying plane curves via their meromorphic
functions gained traction. Fleshed out by mathematicians such as Hilbert and Noether in
the late 1800s / early 1900s and later by mathematicians such as Grothendieck and Serre
in the 1960s and 1970s, it has since become a large field with applications across many
different areas of mathematics and, more recently, the sciences.
Combinatorics has similarly ancient roots. One of the earliest recorded combinatorial
problems was stated in the Rhind papyrus [5, p. 112]. Its modern form on the other hand
can be said to date back to 1736 when Leonard Euler solved the problem of the Seven
Bridges of Königsberg using graph theory in [12].
Combinatorics started playing a key role in algebraic geometry with the development
of enumerative geometry, whose primary purpose is - as summarised by one of its founders,
Herman Schubert [38, p. 1] - to answer questions of the form “How many geometric
constructs of a certain definition fulfill certain given conditions?” Its roots once again
go back to antiquity with the problem of Apollonius which asks for the number of circles
tangent to three general circles.
Later, in the early 1900s, an interest in polynomial invariants of combinatorial objects
started to develop, e.g., the chromatic polynomial of a graph first introduced in [2] in 1912
for planar simple graphs and later generalised to arbitrary simple graphs in [42]. Eventually
in the sixties, the Ehrhart polynomial, an invariant of lattice polytopes, was introduced in
[9].
Since then, many more relationships between objects of combinatorics and commutative
algebra / algebraic geometry were uncovered. Among them is the theory of toric varieties
which links lattice polytopes to algebraic varieties and in doing so provides a means for
approaching certain problems from very different perspectives. Many books have been
written exploring the different facets of the connections between combinatorics and com-
mutative algebra, including [40], [14], [41], [31], [4], [7], and [30]. This thesis focuses on
a small aspect of that particular field, namely two classes of lattice polytopes which are
derived from graphs.
Section 3 serves as an overview of useful notions from combinatorics and algebraic
geometry. The focus will lie on establishing the connection between lattice polytopes and
toric varieties, as well as introducing matroids and presenting an algebraic property called
the Gorenstein property both in terms of lattice polytopes and in terms of varieties.
Section 4 consists of two parts dealing with two different types of lattice polytopes which
are constructed from graphs. In the first subsection we will study matroid base polytopes
which we will define in Definition 3.3.8. We present constructive criteria to classify them
by the Gorenstein property which originally comes from algebraic geometry but can be
transferred to lattice polytopes and ultimately matroids and graphs by means of the toric
connection. Specifically, we get the following theorem.
Theorem 1.0.1. The base polytope of a multigraph G (see Definition 3.3.4) is Gorenstein
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if and only if there exists a positive integer δ such that G can be constructed from cycles
of length δ by means of Constructions 4.1.17, 4.1.18, and 4.1.19.
This subsection will be a summary of the work done in [20] and [26]. In the second
subsection we will study symmetric edge polytopes, defined in Definition 4.0.1. In [23],
Higashitani, Kummer, and Micha lek investigate Ehrhart polynomials of symmetric edge
polytopes generated by the class of complete bipartite graphs. They use the theory of
interlacing polynomials to study the roots of these polynomials. By showing that the
Ehrhart polynomials fulfill a set of equations in a specific way, they were - among other
things - able to prove that the roots of Ehrhart polynomials of symmetric edge polytopes
associated to graphs K2,n and K3,n lie on a certain real line, the canonical line, in the
complex plane. We will also present a new set of five equations which are satisfied by
Ehrhart polynomials of certain classes of symmetric edge polytopes. One of them is given
as follows.
Theorem 1.0.2. Denote by Hm,n the Ehrhart polynomial of the symmetric edge polytope
associated to Km,n. The following relation holds.
H4,n(k) =
5n2 + 9n+ 10
6(3n2 + 7n+ 6)
(2k + 1)H3,n(k)
+
7n3 + 44n2 − 21n− 30
18(3n3 − 2n2 − 15n− 18)
H3,n−1(k) +
14n3 − 25n2 − 99n− 102




9(3n2 + 7n+ 6)
H1,n+1(k)
We also present an algorithm with which such relations can be found.
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2 Notation
The following gives an overview of the notations used throughout this thesis.
Basic Notions
N,Z,Q,R,C natural numbers, integers, rational numbers, real numbers,
complex numbers
R≥0 non-negative real numbers
|A| cardinality of a set A
P(M) the power set of a set M
A ⊆ B,A ⊂ B,A ( B A is a subset / proper subset of B
ZS, NS sets with elements of the form
∑
s∈S ass with as ∈ Z / as ∈ N
A∪̇B disjoint union of A and B
Polytopes, Cones, and Fans
dimP,dimC dimension of a polytope P / cone C
conv(S) convex hull of a finite set S
vert(P ) vertices of a polytope P
nP dilation of a polytope P by factor n
P1 + P2 Minkowski sum of polytopes P1 and P2
V (P ) volume of a polytope P
Ṽ (P ) normalised volume of a polytope P
cone(S) cone over the finite subset S
intC interior of a cone C
CP supporting cone of a polytope P
Hu,b hyperplane in MR defined by 〈−, u〉 = b
H+u,b hyperplane in MR defined by 〈−, u〉 ≥ b
P ∗, C∗ dual of the polytope P / cone C
N (P ) normal fan of a polytope P
EP (k) Ehrhart polytope of a polytope P
HP (k) Hilbert function of a polytope P
γP (k) gap vector of a polytope P
ESP (k) Ehrhart series of a polytope P
h∗(k) h∗-polynomial of a polytope
rays(Σ) rays of the cones in a set of cones Σ
Rings and Varieties
K[x1, . . . , xn] polynomial ring in n variables over a field K
K[x±1 , . . . , x
±
n ] ring of Laurent polynomials in n variables over a field K
AnK affine space of dimension n over a field K
V (I) affine variety of an ideal I
I(V ) ideal of an affine variety V
Spec(R) set of maximal ideals of a ring R
dimY dimension of a variety
K[Y ] (homogeneous) coordinate ring of an affine (resp. projective)
variety Y over a field K
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K∗ group of units of a field K
(K∗)n n-dimensional torus
χm character of a torus
MT character lattice of a torus T
ΦA,ΨP parametrising function of an affine / projective toric variety
generated by a finite set of lattice points A / generated by
a polytope P
K[S] monoid ring of a monoid S
O(σ) orbit of a cone σ
PnK n-dimensional projective space over a field K
[a0 : · · · : an] homogeneous coordinates of a point in PnK
Rm local ring with maximal ideal m
O(U) ring of regular functions on an open set U
Op,X ,Op local ring of a point p in the variety X
depthmR depth of an R-module M where R is a local ring with max-
imal ideal m
K(X) field of rational functions on X
Matroids
BM basis of a matroid M
MG graphic matroid of a graph G
RE real vector space of formal sums over the elements of the
finite set E
IM ,BM independence / base polytope of a matroid M
M1 ⊕M2 sum of two matroids M1 and M2
r(M) rank of a matroid M
cl closure operator of a matroid
Divisors
νD discrete valuation of a prime divisor P
Div(Y ) group of Weil divisors on Y
Div0(Y ) group of principal divisors on Y
CDiv(Y ) group of Cartier divisors on Y
OX,D discrete valuation ring of a prime divisor D of X
Cl(Y ) class group of Y
Pic(Y ) Picard group of Y
KY ,−KY canonical / anticanonical divisor of Y
3 Preliminaries
This section is a brief summary of concepts in combinatorics and algebraic geometry nec-
essary to understand the results of this thesis. The extent of assumed prior knowledge
does not extend beyond linear algebra, calculus, basic ring theory, and basic graph the-
ory. Throughout this section, fix a pair of d-dimensional dual lattices, i.e., Abelian groups
isomorphic to Zd with a dual pairing
〈−,−〉 : M ×N −→ Z
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and denote by MR and NR the dual vector spaces R⊗ZM and R⊗ZN which contain M
and N respectively. Also, all rings are assumed to be commutative and have a unit.
3.1 Lattice Polytopes
We start with a few basic combinatorial definitions.
Definition 3.1.1 (Polytope). Let S ⊂ MR be a finite set. Then the convex hull of S
conv(S), i.e., the smallest convex set containing S, is called a polytope.
The unique smallest set S′ ⊆ S such that P = conv(S′) is called the set of vertices of
P , denoted by vert(P ), and its elements are called the vertices. If all vertices are in M ,
we call P a lattice polytope. Its dimension n is the dimension of the sublattice ZS ' Zn
which is the lattice spanned by S. If M = ZS, P is called a spanning polytope.
Unless stated otherwise, in the following we will assume that every lattice polytope is
a spanning polytope. Hence, if a lattice polytope has dimension n, its associated lattice is
isomorphic to Zn. Next, we will define two basic constructions for polytopes, dilation and
the Minkowski-sum.
Definition 3.1.2 (Dilation, Minkowski-sum). Let P1 and P2 be polytopes of dimension
≤ d in MR. The dilation of P1 by the non-negative number n is defined as the set
nP1 = {p ∈MR : p/n ∈ P1}.
The Minkowski-sum of P1 and P2 is defined as the set
P1 + P2 = {p+ q ∈MR : p ∈ P1, q ∈ P2}.
Later on, we will define invariants of lattice polytopes. This requires a notion of equiv-
alence.
Definition 3.1.3 (Unimodular equivalence). Two lattice polytopes P1 and P2 in MR are
called unimodularly equivalent if there exists a function Φ: MR −→MR such that Φ(P1) =
P2 and Φ can be written as
Φ(v) = r(v) + t(v)
where r(v) is a linear function satisfying r(M) = M and t(v) = v + w for a w ∈M .
The simplest invariants of a d-dimensional polytope P are its volume V (P ) and its
normalised volume Ṽ (P ) = d!V (P ).
Definition 3.1.4 (Supporting cone of a polytope). For a finite set S ⊂ MR, define the




αss : ∀s ∈ S : αs ∈ R≥0
}
.
Let now P ⊂ MR be a d-dimensional polytope. We can identify P with the polytope
{1} ⊕ P ⊂ R⊕MR. The (d+ 1)-dimensional supporting cone CP of P is defined by
CP := cone(vert({1} ⊕ P )).
The set vert({1} ⊕ P ) is called the set of ray generators of CP .
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Figure 1: On the left, a lattice polytope in R2 with three edges and three vertices. One
vertex hyperplane and one facet hyperplane are shown. On the right, the supporting cone
of the polytope with three 2-dimensional facets, three edges, and the origin as its only
vertex.
Remark 3.1.5. The “layers” CP ∩ ({n} ⊕MR) correspond to the nth dilation of P in
MR. Hence, many results for lattice polytopes can be expressed in terms of their respective
cones.
Definition 3.1.6 (Affine hyperplane). For u ∈ NR and b ∈ R, the affine hyperplane Hu,b
and the closed half-space H+u,b are given by
Hu,b = {m ∈MR : 〈m,u〉 = b} and H+u,b = {m ∈MR : 〈m,u〉 ≥ b} .
Definition 3.1.7 (Face). A subset F ⊆ P is a face of the polytope P ⊂MR if there are u
and b as above, such that
F = Ha,b ∩ P and P ⊂ H+a,b.
Ha,b is then called a supporting hyperplane. A face F with dimF = dimP − 1 is called
a facet. The set of vertices of a polytope, as defined above, coincides with the set of 0-
dimensional faces. Hence, we call a 0-dimensional face a vertex. 1-dimensional faces are
called edges.
Remark 3.1.8. Analogously, there are supporting hyperplanes and faces of supporting
cones. They are almost in bijection with the faces of the associated polytope in the following
manner. Let Hu,b = {m ∈MR : 〈m,u〉 = b} be a supporting hyperplane of a lattice polytope
P ⊂MR. Then H−b⊕u,0 is a supporting hyperplane for the associated cone. This describes
all but one face of the cone, namely the one corresponding to the 0-dimensional face at the
origin.
Definition 3.1.9 (Interior). Let P ⊂MR be a polytope and p an element of P . Then p is
in the interior of P if for every face F ⊆ P we have that
p ∈ F ⇐⇒ F = P.
We denote by intP the interior of P .
Remark 3.1.10. This notion of interior is not equivalent to the usual topological defini-
tion. It is similar in the sense that the faces of P which are not equal to P play the role
of its boundary. However, if P is not a spanning polytope, every point in P is a boundary
point in the topological sense. Hence, the interior is usually called the relative interior.
In the same vein, we can define the interior intC of a cone C.
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Definition 3.1.11 (Dual polytope). Let P ⊂ MR be a polytope whose interior contains
the origin. Then the dual polytope P ∗ of P is given by
P ∗ = {u ∈ NR : ∀m ∈ P : 〈m,u〉 ≥ −1} .
A lattice polytope is called reflexive if its dual polytope is also a lattice polytope.
Remark 3.1.12. Analogously, there exists a dual cone C∗P over a polytope, defined as
C∗P = {c1 ⊕ u ∈ R⊕NR : ∀c2 ⊕m ∈ CP : 〈c2 ⊕m, c1 ⊕ u〉 ≥ 0}.
From this definition, it is easy to see that C∗P = CP ∗ by setting c1 and c2 to 1 and using
the bijection from Remark 3.1.8.
Before we move on with reflexive polytopes we need to define an object that will prove
important in later sections and present two results about it.
Definition 3.1.13 (Normal fan). Let P ⊂MR be a lattice polytope. For every vertex v of
P , define a cone
Nv = {u ∈ NR : ∀m ∈ cone(P − v) : 〈m,u〉 ≥ 0}.
The normal fan of P is defined as N (P ) = {Nv : v ∈ vert(P )} where vert(P ) is the set of
vertices of P .
Remark 3.1.14. Normal fans are often defined to include the faces of the cones Nv as
well. For our intents and purposes however, this is not necessary.
Proposition 3.1.15. Let P ⊂ MR be a lattice polytope and N (P ) its normal fan. Then
the following statements hold.
(a) The normal fan of P is complete, meaning that
⋃
σ∈N (P ) σ = NR.
(b) For σ1, σ2 ∈ N (P ), σ1 ∩ σ2 is a face of both.
Proof. For (a) let lu(m) := 〈m,u〉 for u ∈ NR be a linear form. Let v be a vertex of P
with lu(v) = minw∈vert(P ) lu(w). Then for each vertex w we have lu(w − v) ≥ 0. Due to
linearity, lu is non-negative on all of cone(vert(P )− v) = cone(P − v). Hence, u lies in Nv.
For (b) it suffices to show that there exists an m ∈ MR such that hm(x) := 〈m,x〉
satisfies hm(σ1) ≤ 0 ≤ hm(σ2). Let v, w ∈ vert(P ) and define lu(m) := 〈m,u〉 for a u ∈
Nv ∩Nw. By definition, we have lu(v−w) ≥ 0 and lu(w− v) ≥ 0, hence lu(w) = lu(v) = 0.
We now define hv−w(x) := 〈v − w, x〉 = 〈v, x〉 − 〈w, x〉. We get hv−w(u) = 0, hv−w(x) ≥ 0
for x ∈ Kv and hv−w(x) ≤ 0 for x ∈ Kw.
Proposition 3.1.16. Let P ⊂ MR be a lattice polytope with normal fan N (P ). For a
lattice point m and a positive integer δ, P +m and δP both have normal fan N (P ).
Proof. It follows directly from the fact that for all vertices v of P ,
cone((P +m)− (v +m)) = cone(P − v) = cone(δP − δv).
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We can now return to reflexive polytopes. They have gained great interest thanks to [1]
where they are used to construct mirror-symmetric pairs of Calabi-Yau manifolds. Hence,
it makes sense to look at how we can construct the dual polytope explicitly. But first we
need a classical result from functional analysis.
Proposition 3.1.17 (Hyperplane separation theorem). Let A and B be two non-empty
disjoint convex subsets of Rn. Then there exist a non-zero vector v and a real number c
such that for all a ∈ A and b ∈ B,
〈v, x〉 ≤ −c ≤ 〈v, y〉.
Proof. See e.g. [36].
Proposition 3.1.18. If a polytope P ⊂MR, whose interior contains the origin and whose
facets F are defined by affine hyperplanes HuF ,−aF , is given by
P = {m ∈MR : 〈m,uF 〉 ≥ −aF where F is a facet of P} ,




uF : F is a facet
}
.
Proof. Since the origin is in the interior, all the aF are positive. First we show that
conv(S) ⊆ P ∗. Since P ∗ is convex, it is enough to check that S itself lies in P ∗. From the
definition, we get for any m ∈ P
〈m,uF 〉 ≥ −aF ⇐⇒ 〈m, (1/aF )uF 〉 ≥ −1
which already proves the inclusion.
Let now p ∈ P ∗ not lie in conv(S). By the hyperplane separation theorem, there exists
a v ∈MR and a c ∈ R such that 〈v, p〉 < −c but for every s ∈ conv(S), we get 〈v, s〉 ≥ −c.
The latter holds in particular for the elements of S itself, which yields 〈v/c, uF /aF 〉 ≥ −1,
hence v/c ∈ P . But 〈v/c, p〉 < −1, so p cannot lie in P ∗, which is a contradiction.
Remark 3.1.19. The previous proposition tells us that facets of P correspond to the
vertices of P ∗.
From this proposition we can derive a condition under which a lattice polytope is
reflexive.
Lemma 3.1.20. Let P be a lattice polytope which contains the origin in its interior.
The supporting hyperplanes of its facets are given by HuF ,aF . Then P is reflexive if and
only if the reduced equations of the HuF ,aF satisfy hF (0) = 1, where reduced means, that
hF (M) = Z (in particular this means that uF ∈ N and that the GCD of the coordinates of
uF is 1).
Proof. Let P have reduced equations for its facets satisfying hF (0) = 1. This implies
hF (0) = 〈0, uF 〉 = 1− aF .
That means that aF = 1 and thus, P
∗ = conv {uF : F is a facet}. Since ∀m ∈M : 〈m,uF 〉 ∈
Z, uF ∈ N . Hence, P is reflexive.
Conversely, if h(0) > 1, we get that aF > 1, thus, since the uF are in N and the GCD of
their respective coordinates is 1, the point (1/aF )uF will not be in N . Thus the polytope
P would not be reflexive.
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Another interesting property of lattice polytopes is the Gorenstein property. It is a
generalisation of reflexivity, which we will define for a special class of polytopes, the normal
polytopes. We shall define those first.
Definition 3.1.21. A lattice polytope P ⊂MR is called normal in the lattice M if for any
positive integers l and k, we have
[(kP ) ∩M ] + [(lP ) ∩M ] = [(k + l)P ] ∩M
Example 3.1.22. Let ∆n be the standard n-simplex defined as
P = conv(0, e1, . . . , en).
For two positive integers k and l, let
∑n
i=1 µiei be a lattice point in (k + l)P . It is easy to
see that all the µi are whole numbers between 0 and k + l and
∑n
i=1 µi = m ≤ k + l. One
can now find positive integers κ1, . . . , κn and λ1, . . . , λn such that for every i, κi +λi = µi,
and
∑n
i=1 κi = k and
∑n
i=1 λi = l hold: Assume k > l. Further, assume that µ1 ≤ . . . ≤ µn






j=1 µj + µ
′
i = l and
µ′′i +
∑n
j=i+1 µj = k. We can hence set λj = µj and κj = 0 for j < i, λj = 0 and κj = µj
for j > i, and λi = µ
′
i and κi = µ
′′
i .
An important example for a non-normal lattice polytope was presented in [3]. It is given
by the convex hull of the following lattice points.
z1 = (1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0), z6 = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1),
z2 = (1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0), z7 = (0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0),
z3 = (1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0), z8 = (0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1),
z4 = (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1), z9 = (0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0),
z5 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1), z10 = (0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1).
The second example in 3.1.22 is the first lattice polytope to be found which is non-
normal but satisfies the very similar property of very-ampleness.
Definition 3.1.23 (Very ample polytope). Let P ⊂MR be a lattice polytope. Let further
AP be ({1} ⊕ P ) ∩ Z⊕M . P is called very ample if the set
[(R≥0({1} ⊕ P )) ∩ (Z⊕M)] \ (NAP )
is finite. The elements of this set are called the holes of P .
The second example in 3.1.22 proves that not all very ample polytopes are normal.
However the other implication holds.
Proposition 3.1.24. A lattice polytope P ⊂MR is very ample if it is normal.
Proof. The statement follows immediately from an alternative definition of normality: We
call P normal if the set
[(R≥0({1} ⊕ P )) ∩ (Z⊕M)] \ (NAP )
is empty. It remains to show that this definition is indeed equivalent to the one given
above. First, we notice that for any positive integer k we can identify kP with (R≥0({1}⊕
P )) ∩ ({k} ⊕MR) and kP ∩M with (R≥0({1} ⊕ P )) ∩ ({k} ⊕M).
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Let now P be normal in the sense of Definition 3.1.21. This means that any lattice
point m in (R≥0({1} ⊕ P )) ∩ ({k} ⊕ MR) can be written as a sum
∑k
i=1 ai with ai ∈
(R≥0({1} ⊕ P )) ∩ ({1} ⊕MR) = AP for all i. Hence, m ∈ NAP and P is normal by the
alternative definition.
Let now P be normal by the alternative definition. Let m ∈ [(k+ l)P ∩M ] for l and k
in N. We can identify m with a point in (R≥0({1}⊕P ))∩ ({k+ l}⊕MR). By definition, m
lies also in NAP . In other words, it can be written as a sum
∑k+l
i=1 ai with ai ∈ AP for all
i. By defining m1 :=
∑k
i=1 ai and m2 :=
∑k+l
i=k+1 ai and observing that m1 and m2 can be
identified with points in (kP ) ∩M and (lP ) ∩M respectively, it follows that P is normal
by Definition 3.1.21.
Since the publication of [3], the study of holes in very ample polytopes has become a
vibrant field of research on its own. For example in [34], Ogata tackles the question of
classifying very ample non-normal lattice polytopes and finds an entire family of examples.
In [21], Higashitani proves that in every dimension d ≥ 3, there exists a very ample
polytope with any desired amount h ≥ 0 of holes. In [27], Lasoń and Micha lek study
polytope invariants of non-normal very ample polytopes to answer a number of questions
and conjectures. Among the invariants they study are the Ehrhart polynomial, Hilbert
polynomial, and gap vector of a lattice polytope, which are defined as follows.
Definition 3.1.25 (Ehrhart polynomial). Let P ⊂MR be a lattice polytope. The Ehrhart
polynomial is defined as the function
EP (k) = |(kP ) ∩M |.
Remark 3.1.26. The Ehrhart polynomial was first defined in [9]. A proof that it is indeed
a polynomial is given in [30, Proposition 13.22] where it was also shown that it is indeed
a polynomial of degree dimP . The idea of the proof is to triangulate P into simplices
∆1, . . . ,∆n, which are glued together along simplices of lower dimension. Then, by showing
that the claim indeed holds for Ehrhart polynomials of simplices, one can find the Ehrhart
polynomial of P by adding the E∆i together and subtracting the Ehrhart polynomials of
the gluing simplices to avoid counting some points multiple times. In particular, (d − 1)-
dimensional gluing simplices are subtracted exactly once. This is not necessarily true for
every lower dimensional gluing simplex.
By the same method it is also possible to show a useful property of the coefficients of
EP . Namely, for EP (k) =
∑d
i=0 aik
i, ad is equal to the volume of P and ad−1 is equal
to the the volume of its boundary divided by 2. Again, this first needs to be shown for
simplices. Then, the construction of EP via the triangulation ∆1, . . . ,∆n of P shows that
ad is the sum of the volumes of its simplicial components. Likewise, ad−1 is the sum of all
the half-volumes of the boundaries of the ∆i minus the volumes, i.e., two half-volumes, of
the (d − 1)-dimensional gluing simplices. This is exactly the half-volume of the boundary
of P .
Definition 3.1.27 (Hilbert function). Let P ⊂ MR be a lattice polytope. The Hilbert








Definition 3.1.28 (Gap vector). Let P ⊂MR be a lattice polytope with Ehrhart polynomial
EP (k) and Hilbert function HP (k). The gap vector is defined as
γP (k) = EP (k)−HP (k).
Remark 3.1.29. The gap vector counts the holes of a lattice polytope P . It is 0 if P is
normal. In the normal case, we can also use EP (k) and HP (k) interchangeably.
The Ehrhart polynomial can be used to define another invariant, the h∗-polynomial.
In order to do so, we need a few results about rational generating functions which can be
found in [40].
Proposition 3.1.30 (Theorem 4.1.1 in [40]). Let d be a positive integer and Q(x) =
1 + α1x + . . . + αdx








where P (x) is a polynomial of degree less then d.









i=1(1 − γix)di = Q(x) with the γi 6= 0, and the Pi(n) are polynomials of
degree less than di.
If the function f is a polynomial, we get a special case.
Corollary 3.1.31. Let d be a positive integer. The following conditions on a function







where P (x) is a polynomial of degree at most d.
(b) f(k) is a polynomial with deg f ≤ d and deg f = d if and only if P (1) 6= 0.
Proof. If f is a polynomial, (ii) from Proposition 3.1.30 is satisfied with n = 1 and P1(k) =
f(k) and γ1 = 1.
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Definition 3.1.32 (h∗-polynomial). For a lattice polytope P of dimension d with Ehrhart













The numerator polynomial of this representation is called the h∗-polynomial.
The Ehrhart polynomial can be written in terms of the h∗-polynomial and vice versa.
Proposition 3.1.33. Let P be a lattice polytope of dimension d whose interior contains
a lattice point and whose h∗-polynomial is h∗P (t) =
∑d
i=0 hit







k + d− i
d
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a basis in the space of univariate degree d polynomials in terms of their rational generating



























Multiplying both sides by ti then proves the claim.
We now finally get to define the Gorenstein property mentioned earlier.
Definition 3.1.34 (Gorenstein). A normal lattice polytope P ⊂MR is called Gorenstein,
if there exists a positive integer δ and a point v ∈ δP such that δP − v is reflexive.
Remark 3.1.35. Both normality and the Gorenstein property originally come from com-
mutative algebra and are defined for rings and algebraic varieties. As we will see later,
every lattice polytope has an associated projective toric variety. The definitions for normal-
ity and the Gorenstein property given here are consequences of the behaviour of polytopes
whose associated projective toric varieties satisfy them. At a later point, we will define
these properties for projective toric varieties and we will present the connection to their
combinatorial counterparts.
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The following proposition will reveal a connection between the Gorenstein property
and the Ehrhart polynomial.
Proposition 3.1.36. Let P ⊂MR be a d-dimensional lattice polytope such that the origin
of MR is contained in the interior of P . Then P is reflexive if and only if the Ehrhart
polynomial of P satisfies
EP (k) = (−1)nEP (−k − 1).
This result was proven by Hibi in [19] and is a key result in the study of reflexive and
Gorenstein polytopes.
It is now time to summarise the results of this section.
Theorem 3.1.37. Let P ⊂MR be a lattice polytope with Ehrhart polynomial EP (k). There
exists a positive integer δ such that the following are equivalent:
(a) P is Gorenstein.
(b) δP has a unique interior lattice point v of lattice distance 1 from the facets.
(c) The cone C = CδP over δP has the following property:
C ∩ Z⊕M = (∂C ∪ (C + w)) ∩ (Z⊕M)
where w ∈ intC ∩ (Z⊕M) is a fixed point and ∂C is the boundary of C, i.e., the set
C \ intC.
(d) The ray generators of the dual cone of C lie in {1} ⊕N .
(e) The Ehrhart polynomial of δP satisfies EδP (k) = (−1)nEδP (−k − 1).
(f) The h∗-polynomial of δP is palindromic, i.e., the ith coefficient of h∗ is equal to the
(d− i)th one, where d is the degree of h∗.
(g) The Ehrhart poylnomial EδP (k) =
∑n
i=0 aik
i satisfies nan = 2an−1.
Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) follows immediately from Lemma 3.1.20.
Now assume (b). We want to show that (c) holds. First we notice that “⊇” is always
true, because both ∂C and C+w are contained in C. We take w to be the point v from (b).
For the other inclusion, let c be a lattice point in the interior of C. Since c ∈ intC ∩M ,
we get for every facet F , 0 < hF (c) where hF is the reduced hyperplane of F . Thus we
may assume that for every facet F , 1 ≤ hF (c). Let us now write c = d + w. We get
1 ≤ hF (d + w) = hF (d) + hF (w) = hF (d) + 1 for every facet F . Hence d ∈ C ∩ (Z⊕M)
and thus c ∈ (C + w) ∩ (Z⊕M).
For the converse, suppose that w does not have lattice distance 1 from a facet F . Let hF
be the reduced hyperplane associated to F with hF (w) = a > 1. Let g := hF−1 be another
reduced hyperplane. Since hF (Z⊕M) = Z, there is a point c ∈ ker g = h−1F (1). Now,
consider the ray generators r1, . . . , rs of F . With their help, we can define new lattice points
cN = c+N ·
∑s
i=1 ri. They all satisfy hF (cN ) = hF (c)+N ·hF (
∑s
i=1 ri) = 1. We now claim
that for a large enough N , cN lies in the interior of C. Let hF ′ be the reduced hyperplane
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associated to a facet F ′ 6= F of C. Since the ri all lie in C, we get hF ′(ri) ≥ 0 with equality
if and only if ri ∈ F ′. Since at least one ri must not lie in F ′, hF ′ (
∑s
i=1 ri) > 0. Hence, for
a large enough N , hF ′(cN ) = hF ′ (c+
∑s
i=1 ri) = hF ′(c) + hF ′ (
∑s
i=1 ri) is greater than 0.
Such an N can be found for every facet F ′ 6= F , and the largest of these N is guaranteed
to work for every facet. The largest N is also guaranteed to exist because there are only
finitely many facets. Hence, for this N , cN lies in the interior of C, but it also lies outside
of C + w, which implies that (c) cannot hold.
The equivalence of (a) and (d) follows directly from the fact that the dual cone of C is
the supporting cone of (δP )∗. The ray generators lie in {1} ⊕N if and only if (δP )∗ is a
lattice polytope if and only if δP is reflexive.
The equivalence of (a) and (e) follows immediately from Proposition 3.1.36.
For the equivalence of (e) and (f), we first assume that h∗ is palindromic. Proposition
3.1.33 gives rise to the following representation of the Ehrhart polynomial. First we assume
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= (−1)dEP (−k − 1)









. Hence, the functional equation still holds in
then. The other implication works analogously.
Lastly, we want to prove the equivalence of (b) and (g). It is useful to notice that
Remark 3.1.26 shows that statement (g) can be restated as
n · V (δP ) = V (∂δP ).
First, assume (b). Let T be a decomposition of δP whose elements are of the form
conv(vert(F ) ∪ {0}) where F is a facet of δP . The sum of the volumes of these pyra-
mids yields V (δP ) per definition. Their respective volumes are given by
V (conv(vert(F ) ∪ {0})) =
∫ 1
0
V (F ) · xd−1 dx = V (F )
n
.
Hence, their sum is V (∂δP )n .
The other direction follows from contraposition. If (b) did not hold, there would be a
facet F whose lattice distance to the origin is larger than 1, but none whose lattice distance
is smaller. Hence, the volume of its associated pyramid would be larger than V (F )n as well.
This means that their sum, and hence V (δP ) necessarily exceeds V (∂δP )n .
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3.2 Toric Varieties
Toric varieties form a simple yet powerful family of algebraic varieties. They provide a
sophisticated connection between algebra and combinatorics, which greatly enriches either
field. Good references for toric varieties include [7], [14], [29], and [30, Chapter 8].
They also make regular appearances outside pure mathematics. A prominent example
is their usage as a tool to compute invariants of Calabi-Yau manifolds in the field of string
theory as proposed in [1]. In stochastics they may appear as path signature varieties of
rough paths ([6]), a type of variety parametrised by an invariant of a class of paths, the
titular rough paths, or as phylogentic varieties ([11]), varieties that represent models of
evolution.
We start by recalling some basic definitions from algebraic geometry. Fix a positive
integer n and an algebraically closed field K.
Definition 3.2.1 (Affine space, algebraic set, Zariski topology). Let K[x1 . . . , xn] be the
polynomial ring in n variables over K. We define the n-dimensional affine space over K
as the set
AnK := Kn.
Its elements p = (p1, . . . , pn) are called points and pi is the ith coordinate.
Let T ⊆ K[x1, . . . , xn] be a set of polynomials. The set of points S ⊆ AnK is called an
algebraic set if f(p) = 0 for all f ∈ T if and only if p ∈ S. Notice that f1(p) = f2(p) = 0
implies (f1 +f2)(p) = 0 and (f ·f1)(p) = 0 for any f ∈ K[x1, . . . , xn]. Hence if S will make
all polynomials in T vanish, then it will also make the ideal IT generated by T vanish. The
set S is also called the vanishing set of IT , and IT is called the vanishing ideal of S. The
Zariski topology on AnK is the topology whose closed sets are the algebraic sets S ⊆ AnK .
Remark 3.2.2. The Zariski topology is indeed a topology. The ideal corresponding to ∅ is
K[x1, . . . , xn] because it contains the constant non-zero polynomials which vanish nowhere.
Similarly, the ideal corresponding to AnK is 0. The intersection of two closed sets with
vanishing ideals I and J is the vanishing set of the ideal I + J = (f + g : f ∈ I, g ∈ J).
The union of two closed sets with vanishing ideals I and J is the vanishing set of the ideal
IJ = (f · g : f ∈ I, g ∈ J).
Points in AnK correspond to maximal ideals in K[x1, . . . , xn]. This is because the vanish-
ing set V (I) of each maximal ideal I must contain at least one point but also not more than
one point. The former is true because if V (I) = ∅, we would get I = (1) = K[x1, . . . , xn].
The latter is true because if V (I) contained a second point, we could choose one point
p = (p1, . . . , pn) and define the ideal Ip = (x1 − p1, . . . , xn − pn), which vanishes only on p
and hence contains I. Thus, all maximal ideals in K[x1, . . . , xn] are of the form Ip for a
point p. This motivates the definition of the following definition.
Definition 3.2.3 (Spectrum of a ring). The spectrum of a ring R is defined by
Spec(R) = {I ⊂ R : I is a maximal ideal}.
Remark 3.2.4. In the context of schemes, the spectrum of a ring R is usually defined
as the set of prime ideals of R. The set of maximal ideals of R would then be called the
maximal spectrum of R, but for our intents and purposes this distinction is not necessary.
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Definition 3.2.5 (Irreducibility, affine variety, coordinate ring). A closed set Y in a topo-
logical space X is called irreducible if it cannot be written as Y = X1 ∪X2 where X1 and
X2 are non-empty closed proper subsets in X.
An irreducible set Y in the Zariski topology on AnK is called an affine variety. Let
I(Y ) be the vanishing ideal of Y . Then the ring K[Y ] := K[x1, . . . , xn]/I(Y ) is called the
coordinate ring of Y .
For an affine variety V the elements of its coordinate ring K[V ] can be regarded as
polynomial maps V −→ K, because for every polynomial p ∈ K[x1, . . . , xn] and every
q ∈ I(V ), (p + q)(v) = p(v) for all v ∈ V . Hence Spec(K[V ]) = {(x1 − v1, . . . , xn − vn) ⊆
K[V ] : (v1, . . . , vn) ∈ V }.
Definition 3.2.6 (Morphism of varieties). Let X and Y be algebraic varieties and Φ: X −→
Y a function mapping the points of X to the points of Y . Then Φ is a morphism of va-
rieties if it induces a function Φ∗ : K[Y ] −→ K[X] with Φ∗ : f 7→ f ◦ Φ, which is also a
morphism of rings.
The last definition also provides the notion of isomorphism of two varieties, which is
needed to define invariants. The most basic invariant of a variety is its dimension.
Definition 3.2.7 (Dimension of a variety). Let Y be an algebraic variety with coordinate
ring K[Y ]. Let 0 = p0 ( p1 ( . . . ( pn = K[X] be a sequence of prime ideals. The largest
possible n is called dimension of Y , denoted by dimY .
Remark 3.2.8. This notion of dimension is called Krull-dimension and is also used for
rings without a variety attached to it.
All of these definitions as well as some basic results about affine varieties can be found
in [17, Chapter 1.1].
Toric varieties get their name from the algebraic torus (K∗)n whereK∗ is the multiplica-
tive group (K \{0}, ·) of an algebraically closed field K. (K∗)n itself has a group structure
under component-wise multiplication. The algebraic torus in turn got its name in reference
to the topological torus S1×S1 which is homotopy equivalent to S1×S1× (R2≥0) ' (C∗)2, a
special case of (K∗)n. In addition to being a group, the algebraic torus is also an algebraic
variety with coordinate ring K[x±1 , . . . , x
±
n ], the ring of Laurent-polynomials in n variables.
This can be verified by considering the maximal ideals in K[x±1 , . . . , x
±
n ]: they are of the
form (x1−a1, . . . , xn−an) with ai 6= 0 for all i. The ideal (x1, . . . , xn) is excluded because
it is generated by invertible elements. Notice that over fields not algebraically closed, there
may be other maximal ideals.
The foundation for the connection between toric varieties and combinatorics is provided
by the character lattice of a torus.
Definition 3.2.9 (Character of a torus). A character of a torus T = (K∗)n is a morphism
of varieties χ : T −→ K∗ which is also a group homomorphism.
The term lattice to describe the characters of a torus is motivated by the following
proposition.
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Proposition 3.2.10. For a torus T = (K∗)n the characters χ are given by
χ(x1, . . . , xn) = x
b1
1 · · ·x
bn
n .
They form a group under multiplication which is isomorphic to Zn under addition.
Proof. The map χ induces a ring map K[x±] −→ K[x±1 , . . . , x±n ] which sends x to p1
and x−1 to p2. Hence, p1 · p2 = 1, because 1 = xx−1 maps to it. That means that p1
must be invertible. However, the only invertible elements in K[x±1 , . . . , x
±
n ] are of the form
λxb11 · · ·xbnn with λ ∈ K and all the bi ∈ Z. This implies that
χ(x1, . . . , xn) = λx
b1
1 · · ·x
bn
n
with the same λ and bi. However, since χ is also a group homomorphism, it must map the
point (1, . . . , 1) to the point 1, hence λ = 1.
The map xb11 · · ·xbnn −→ (b1, . . . , bn) which maps the characters of T to Z
n is trivially a
group isomorphism.
We denote the character lattice by MT . We write χ
m for the character whose monomial
is given by xm11 · · ·xmnn with m = (m1, . . . ,mn) ∈ Z
n. In a slight abuse of notation, we will
identify m and χm if it is more convenient to think of the elements of MT as lattice points
rather than maps.
Now we can define affine toric varieties.
Definition 3.2.11 (Affine toric variety). Let T = (K∗)n be a torus and MT its character
lattice. Let A = {m1, . . . ,ms} ⊂ MT be a finite set of lattice points. The affine toric
variety VA is defined as the closure in AsK of the image of the map
ΦA(x) = (χ
m1(x), . . . , χms(x))
for all x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ (K∗)n.
Proposition 3.2.12. Let T = (K∗)n be a torus. Let A = {m1, . . . ,ms} be a finite set
of lattice points in MT and VA the affine toric variety generated by A via the map ΦA as
defined in Definition 3.2.11. The following statements hold.
(a) The image of ΦA is itself a torus and a subgroup of (K
∗)s.
(b) The character lattice of ΦA(T ) is ZA.
(c) The dimension of VA is given by the rank of the matrix whose columns are the lattice
points.
Proof. See [30, Proposition 6.2] and [30, Proposition 8.6].
Example 3.2.13. Let T = (K∗)2 be a torus with coordinate ring K[x±, y±] and character




















: (x, y) ∈ (K∗)2
}
∪ {(0, x, 0) : x ∈ K} ∪ {(0, 0, x) : x ∈ K}.
Furthermore, the toric dimension is the rank of the matrix whose columns are the elements
of A, which is 2.
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The map in Definition 3.2.11 gives us only the first of the three sets that VA from the
above example consists of. To find the other two sets, it is useful to know the toric ideal
of VA. It is entirely defined by the geometric relations of the lattice points in A.
Theorem 3.2.14. Let T = (K∗)n be a torus and A = {m1, . . . ,mp} a subset of MT . The
toric ideal IA is generated by binomials given through geometric relations of the elements












Proof. See e.g. [30, Lemma 8.8].
The lattice points in A can also be used for computing the dimension of a toric variety.
For arbitrary varieties, computing the dimension can be difficult, but in the toric case it
can be reduced to a problem of linear algebra.
Example 3.2.15 (Toric ideal and dimension of Example 3.2.13). We recall that VA is















. They fulfill the geometric relation




Proposition 3.2.12(c) can be restated in terms of the convex polyhedral cone over A,
defined by CA := cone(A). The points in A are then called the generators of the cone.
The (linear) dimension of a convex polyhedral cone is defined as the dimension of the
smallest linear space containing it, which is exactly the rank of the matrix whose columns
are the generators of the cone. Hence, the affine toric variety defined by A and the convex
polyhedral cone generated by A have the same dimension.
However, for a finite set A ⊂ MT of lattice points, the connection between the affine
toric variety generated by A and the convex polyhedral cone over A runs much deeper
than this. The following two propositions serve as interesting examples of that fact. But
first we need a definition.
Definition 3.2.16 (Monoid ring). Let S be a set with an associative operation and a





αss : almost all αs are 0
}











Proposition 3.2.17. Let T = (K∗)n be a torus and A ⊂MT a finite set of lattice points.
Further let VA be the toric variety generated by A and CA the convex polyhedral cone over
A. Then VA = Spec(K[NA]).
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Proof. See [7, Proposition 1.1.14].
Remark 3.2.18. Let MT = Z⊕M be a direct sum decomposition of MT and let A be a
finite subset of {1} ⊕M . Let {1} ⊕ P := conv(A) be a lattice polytope. Then the convex
polyhedral cone over A, CA, is the supporting cone over P ⊂ MR. If P is normal, the
coordinate ring of the toric variety generated by A, VA, is given by K[CA ∩MT ].
The other proposition describes a relationship between the faces of CA and the torus
action on VA, which we will define now.
Definition 3.2.19 (Torus action). For a torus T = (K∗)n let A ⊂ MT be a finite set of
lattice points. Let further VA be the affine toric variety induced by ΦA : T −→ (K∗)s as
defined in Definition 3.2.11. The torus action of ΦA(T ) on VA is the restriction of the
action (K∗)s ×Ks −→ Ks onto the set ΦA(T )× VA.
Proposition 3.2.20. Let T = (K∗)n be a torus. Let further A ⊂ MT be a finite set of
lattice points, VA the affine toric variety generated by A, and C∗A ⊂ NR the dual of the
convex polyhedral cone over A. Then the following statements hold:
(a) There is a bijective correspondence
{faces of C∗A} ←→ {orbits in VA}
If σ is a face of C∗A, then we denote by O(σ) the orbit associated to σ.
(b) Let n = dimNR. For each face σ of C
∗
A, dimO(σ) = n− dimσ.
Proof. This proposition is related to a theorem that we will cite later. Both are special
cases of [7, Theorem 3.2.6].
It is now time to introduce a second type of variety: projective toric varieties. This
class of toric varieties is especially useful in the context of this thesis, because it serves as
a direct link between the world of lattice polytopes and the world of algebraic varieties,
much like affine toric varieties do for convex polyhedral cones. While affine toric varieties
live in the affine space, projective toric varieties live in the projective space
PnK := (Kn+1 \ {0})/ ∼
where x ∼ y ⇐⇒ ∃λ ∈ K \ {0} : x = λy.
Hence one can see that every point in PnK can be uniquely identified with a line
[a0 : · · · : an] := {λ(a0, . . . , an) : λ ∈ K∗} ⊆ Kn+1
missing the origin. The notation [a0 : · · · : an] is called the homogeneous coordinates of a
point in PnK . This also gives us a notion of a variety in the projective space. A set X ⊆ PnK
is a projective variety if there exists a set of polynomials S ⊆ K[x0, . . . , xn] such that the
origin together with the lines associated to the points in X are the vanishing set of S in
A1+nK . One type of polynomials that can satisfy this condition is the class of homogeneous
polynomials, i.e, polynomials p of the form
p(x0, . . . , xn) =
∑
m∈Mond
αmm(x0, . . . , xn)
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where Mond is the set of monomials with degree d and the αm are in K. This is the case
because they satisfy
p(λx0, . . . , λxn) =
∑
m∈Mond




λdαmm(x0, . . . , xn) = λ
dp(x0, . . . , xn).
In fact, every ideal that has a projective variety as its vanishing set can be generated by
homogeneous polynomials [17, Chapter 2]. Such an ideal is called homogeneous ideal. In
analogy to the affine case, one can define the homogeneous coordinate ring of a projective
variety X as K[X]/I where I is its homogeneous ideal. However, the elements of K[X]/I
are not well-defined on PnK .
Definition 3.2.21 (Projective toric variety). Let P ⊂MR be a lattice polytope of dimen-
sion n. Let further P ∩M = {m0, . . . ,ms}. The projective toric variety XP is defined as
the closure of the image of the map
ΨP (x) = [χ
m0((x) : χm1(x) : · · · : χms(x)] ∈ PsK
for all x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ (K∗)n.
Similar to Proposition 3.2.12 we have a result relating the dimension of a projective
toric variety to that of its lattice polytope.
Proposition 3.2.22. Let T = (K∗)n be a torus. Let P be a lattice polytope and XP the
projective toric variety generated by P via the map ΨP as defined in Definition 3.2.21. The
following statements hold.
(a) The image of ΨP is itself a torus.
(b) The character lattice of ΨP (T ) is Z(P ∩M).
(c) dimXP = dimP .
Proof. For (b) and (c), see [7, Proposition 2.1.6].
Example 3.2.23 (Example 3.2.13, continued). As can be seen in Example 3.2.15, the toric















is generated by a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2. Hence, it also defines a projective
toric variety XA ⊆ P2K . The underlying lattice polytope is the closed interval [−1, 1] ⊆ R,
which has dimension 1 and by Proposition 3.2.22, so does XA.
A useful thing to notice is the fact that the projective space PsK can be regarded as
many affine spaces glued together. Specifically, we have a set of inclusions
ιi : Ask −→ PsK
(x0, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xs) 7→ [x0 : · · · : xi−1 : 1 : xx+1 : · · · : xs].
The images Ui of these functions ιi are Zariski-open in PsK . Hence, given a projective toric
variety XP ⊆ PsK defined by a lattice polytope P , it has affine preimages ι−1i (XP ), each
with their own associated convex polyhedral cone. The following proposition will show
how these affine pieces relate to P .
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Proposition 3.2.24. Let P ⊂MR be a lattice polytope of dimension n and XP ⊆ PsK the
projective toric variety defined by the points P ∩M = {m0, . . . ,ms}. Let U0, . . . , Us be the
affine pieces covering PsK . The coordinate rings of the affine pieces XP ∩ Ui are given by
K[N((P ∩MT )−mi)].
Proof. The affine pieces Ui are isomorphic to As−1K via the embeddings ιi given above. The
inverse map of ιi, κi given by















Using this map, we can inject XP ∩ Ui into the affine space AsK . It is hence the closure of
the image of














= (χm0−mi(x), . . . , χmi−1−mi , χmi+1−mi , . . . , , χms−mi),
which by Proposition 3.2.17 has coordinate ring K[N((P ∩MT )−mi)].
A projective toric variety is always fully described by its affine pieces, but it turns out
that not all pieces are necessary. Using pieces corresponding to the vertices of P alone is
already enough.
Proposition 3.2.25. Let P ⊂MR be a lattice polytope of dimension n and XP ⊆ PsK the
projective toric variety defined by the points P∩M = {m0, . . . ,ms}, where {mv1 , . . . ,mvr} ⊆





XP ∩ Uvi .
Proof. See [7, Proposition 2.1.9].
This selection of affine pieces, at least in the case where P is very ample, relates back
to the world of combinatorics again, in form of the normal fan of P .
Theorem 3.2.26. Let P ⊂MR be a very ample n-dimensional lattice polytope with normal
fan N (P ) and an associated toric variety XP ⊆ PrK . Let U1, . . . , Ur be the affine pieces of
PsK associated to the vertices v1, . . . , vr. Then for each vertex vi, the affine piece XP ∩ Ui
is given by
XP ∩ Ui = Spec(K[N∗vi ∩M ])
where N∗vi = cone(P − vi) ⊂MR. Furthermore dimNvi = n
Proof. See [7, Theorem 2.3.1].
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Remark 3.2.27. Normal fans are defined in terms of polytopes. However, it is also
possible to define a more general object, a fan, by choosing a cover of NR in terms of cones
directly, given some conditions. Fans can be used to generate a large class of varieties by
gluing affine pieces together in the spirit of Theorem 3.2.26. For more information on this
subject, see e.g. [7, Chapter 3].
In Remark 3.1.35 we mentioned that normality of polytopes is a feature from algebraic
geometry. While this is true, the property it corresponds to is called projective normality,
which we are going to define now.
Definition 3.2.28 (Projectively normal variety). Let X be a projective variety. It is called
projectively normal if R = K[X] is integrally closed, i.e., if every r in the field of fractions
of R that is the root of a polynomial in R[x], lies in R.
Theorem 3.2.29 (Theorem 2.4.1(b) in [7]). Let P ⊂ MR be a lattice polytope and XP
its toric variety. Then XP is projectively normal under the embedding given by kP if and
only if kP is normal.
Lastly, recall that in Proposition 3.2.20, we stated a connection between the orbits of
an affine toric variety VA and the faces of the cone CA = cone(A). This result can be
extended to normal fans. By the proof of Theorem 3.1.5 in [7], the torus action on a
projective toric variety X is given by the action of the affine pieces of the torus in X on
the affine pieces of X.
Theorem 3.2.30 (Orbit-Cone Correspondence). Let P ⊂MR be a polytope with projective
toric variety XP and normal fan N (P ). Then the following statements hold
(a) There is a bijective correspondence
{cones in N (P ) and their faces} ←→ {orbits in XP }.
If σ is a face of an N ∈ N , including N itself, then we denote by O(σ) the orbit
associated to σ.
(b) Let n = dimNR. For each face σ of each cone N in N (P ), including N itself,
dimO(σ) = n− dimσ.
Proof. See [7, Theorem 3.2.6].
3.3 Matroids
Matroids are finite structures which can be understood as an abstraction of independence.
As such, they appear in many different contexts throughout mathematics and can be
defined in many different, often seemingly unrelated ways.
Definition 3.3.1 (Matroid). Let E be a finite set and M ⊆ P(E) such that
(i) ∅ ∈M .
(ii) If A ∈M , then A′ ∈M for every A′ ⊆ A.
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(iii) Let A,B ∈M with |A| < |B|. Then there exists an x ∈ B \A such that A∪{x} ∈M .
M is then called a matroid on the ground set E. The elements of M are called independent
sets.
Remark 3.3.2. Axiom (ii) makes it clear that the independent sets of a matroid M can
be inferred from the maximal independet sets. These sets are called the basis of M . The
set of bases of M is denoted by B(M).
The name matroid was coined in a 1935 paper by Hassler Whitney [43] to describe
abstractly the structure of independent columns of matrices. The following example alludes
to that.
Example 3.3.3 (Finite subsets of vector spaces). Let K be a field and V a K-vector space.
Let E ⊆ V be a finite set of vectors which together span V . Let now M be the subset of
P(E) containing all the subsets of E whose elements are all linearly independent. Then M
trivially forms a matroid. Its bases are the subsets of E which form a basis for V .
An abstractly given matroid for which there exists a field K and a vector space V such
that its elements can be interpreted as independent sets of vectors like in the previous
example are called linearly representable. This property is one out of many possible ways
to interpret the type of independence the matroid encodes. It is also the strongest out of
a hierarchy of properties related to the concept of representablility, the next weaker one
being algebraic representability and then weak homogeneity. More on this topic can be
found, e.g., in [32]. The next type of matroid, the class of graphic matroids, comes from a
different angle. Motivated by the study of graph colourings, it was originally defined for
finite simple graphs. However, for the purposes of this thesis, it is better to extend the
definition. We recall the definition of a multigraph.
Definition 3.3.4 (Multigraph). A multigraph G = (V,E) is an object consisting of a set
of vertices V and a multiset of edges E whose elements are of the form e = {v, w} for
v, w ∈ V .
Since we will be mostly dealing with multigraphs, we will henceforth refer to multi-
graphs mostly just as graphs and we will refer to multisets of edges simply as sets of edges
or edge sets.
Definition 3.3.5 (Graphic matroid). Let G = (V,E) be a finite multigraph. The graphic
matroid MG has as independent sets the sets E
′ where G′ = (V ′, E′) ⊆ G is a cycle-free
subgraph of G.
We will call such sets of edges forests. If a forest comes from a subgraph G′ whose
vertex set is the same as that of G and all connected components of G are still connected,
we call it a spanning tree.
Remark 3.3.6. Graphic matroids are indeed matroids. For a graph G with associated
graphic matroid MG, axioms (i) and (ii) of Definition 3.3.1 are obviously satisfied. For
axiom (iii) consider two forests T1 and T2 with |T1| < |T2|. Let G′ be the smallest subgraph
of G whose edge set is T1∪T2. Both T1 and T2 are forests in G′, hence the spanning forests
of G′ must have at least |T2| elements. We assume that G′ has n connected components
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Figure 2: All four maximal cycle-free subgraphs of K2,2.
Ci = (Vi, Ei). In each component Ci, spanning forests come from trees, which can be shown
to have |Vi|− 1 edges by induction over the number of vertices. Hence, all spanning forests
on G′ have the same cardinality. This means that T1 cannot be a spanning forest and there
exists an edge e ∈ T2 containing a vertex v that T1 cannot reach. Then T1∪{e} is a forest.
Example 3.3.7 (Graphic matroid from K2,2). Let m,n be positive integers. A complete
bipartite graph Km,n is a simple graph with vertex set V = V1∪̇V2 and edge set E =
{{i, j} : i ∈ V1 and j ∈ V2}. Hence the independent sets of the graphic matroid associated
to the graph
K2,2 = (V = {v1, v2}∪̇{v3, v4}, E = {{v1, v3}, {v1, v4}, {v2, v3}, {v2, v4}})
are all subsets of E with three elements or fewer (see Fig. 2).
There are many ways to study matroids. One of them is via toric varieties. In order to
do that, we can associate a polytope to a matroid, such as the indepence polytope or the
base polytope.
Definition 3.3.8 (Independence polytope, base polytope). Let M be a matroid on the
ground set E = {e1, . . . , en} and let RE be a vector space of formal sums
∑n
i=1 λei. Then




δI(e)e : I ∈M
)
where δI(ei) returns 1 if ei ∈ I and 0 otherwise.




δI(e)e : I ∈ B(M)
)
.
It is easy to see that the base polytope is a facet of the independence polytope. However,
thanks to Remark 3.3.2, we know that the base polytope still contains the same amount
of information about its underlying matroid as its independence polytope does. Hence we
shall study them a little more closely.
Lemma 3.3.9. Let M1 and M2 be matroids on disjoint ground sets E1 and E2 respectively.
The structure
M1 ⊕M2 := {I1 ∪ I2 : I1 ∈M1, I2 ∈M2}
is a matroid.
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Proof. We prove the axioms given in Definition 3.3.1. (i) is trivial. For (ii), let I = I1 ∪ I2
be an independent set in M1 ⊕M2 and J ⊆ I. We can write J = J1 ∪ J2 where J1 ⊆ I1
and J2 ⊆ I2, which are both independent sets. Hence, J is by definition independent.
For (iii), let I = I1 ∪ I2 and J = J1 ∪ J2 be independent sets of M1⊕M2 with |I| ≤ |J |
and Ii, Ji ∈ Mi for i ∈ {1, 2}. It must be true that |I1| ≤ |J1| or |I2| ≤ |J2|. Without loss
of generality, we assume the former. We can find an element e ∈ J1 \ I1 such that I1 ∪ {e}
is independent in M1. Hence, I ∪ {e} is also independent in M1 ⊕M2.
Definition 3.3.10 (Sum of matroids, connectedness). The set defined in Lemma 3.3.9 is
called the sum of matroids. A matroid which cannot be written as the sum of two matroids
is called connected.
Proposition 3.3.11. Let G = (V,E) be a graph with graphic matroid MG and base polytope
BG. For every partition E = E1∪̇E2 of E, denote by G1 (resp. G2) the smallest subgraphs
of G with vertex set E1 (resp. E2) with graphic matroid M1 (resp. M2) and base polytope
B1 (resp. B2). Then the following are equivalent.
(a) MG is connected.
(b) BG 6= B1 × B2.
(c) G is 2-connected, i.e., for every vertex v of G, the largest subgraph of G with vertex
set V \ {v} is connected.



















for which π1(BG) = B1 and π2(BG) = B2. Specifically, π1 and π2 map vertices to vertices.
We recall that every vertex of a base polytope corresponds to a maximal independent set
of its underlying graphic matroid. Let v ∈ RE be a vertex of BG corresponding to the
maximal independent set I ∈ MG. The images π1(v) and π2(v) correspond to maximal
independent sets I1 ∈ M1 and I2 ∈ M2 respectively. This implies that I = I1 ∪ I2 and
J = J1 ∪ J2 for all J ⊆ I and appropriate J1 ⊆ I1 and J2 ⊆ I2. Similarly, let v1 ∈ RE1 and
v2 ∈ RE2 be vertices of BGi corresponding to the maximal independent sets I1 ∈ M1 and
I2 ∈M2 respectively. The intersection of their preimages π−11 (v1)∩π
−1
2 (v2) corresponds to
a maximal independent set I ∈ MG. This implies again that I = I1 ∪ I2 and J = J1 ∪ J2
for all J ⊆ I and appropriate J1 ⊆ I1 and J2 ⊆ I2. Hence, MG is not connected.
Analogously we can prove (b) =⇒ (a) by assuming that MG is not connected. There
exist matroids M1 and M2 such that MG = M1 ⊕ M2, each with their respective base
polytopes B1 and B2. With the projections from above and the fact that vertices map to
vertices, (a) follows immediately.
For (a) ⇐⇒ (c) let G′1, . . . , G′m the 2-connected components of G. It is impossible
to find a cycle in G with vertices in more than one Gi at the same time, otherwise they
would belong to the same component. Hence, every forest T of G uniquely corresponds
to a collection of forests T1, . . . , Tm of G1, . . . , Gm respectively and vice versa. Since M is
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connected, there is only one component. Conversely, if there is more than one component,
M is not connected.
A vertex of a graph G, for which its largest subgraph with vertex set V \ {v} is not
connected, is called a separating vertex. Next we look at the lattice in which base polytopes
are contained.
Proposition 3.3.12. For a matroid M , all I ∈ B(M) contain the same number of ele-
ments. This number is called the rank of M .
Proof. Assume the contrary. We can find two bases I1 and I2 with |I1| < |I2|. By the third
matroid axiom, there is an x ∈ I2 \ I1 such that I1 ∪ {x} ∈ M . But this contradicts the
assumption that I1 is a basis.
Corollary 3.3.13. Let M be a matroid with rank d. Then its base polytope lies in the
affine subspace {(λ1, . . . , λn) :
∑n
i=0 λi = d}.
It is possible to extend the notion of rank to that of a rank function, which assigns
a rank to every arbitrary subset of the ground set of a matroid. We shall do so via the
notion of submatroids.
Definition 3.3.14 (Submatroid, rank function). Let M be a matroid on a ground set E
and let F ⊆ E. A sumbatroid of M is a subset N ⊆ M which itself is a matroid. The
submatroid of M associated to F is the set
MF := {I ∈M : I ⊆ F}. (1)
The rank function r : P(E) −→ N of M is defined by r(A) = rank of MA.
We notice a few properties.
Proposition 3.3.15. Let M be a matroid on a ground set E with rank function r. Then
r satisfies the following.
(a) For every A ⊆ E, r(A) ≤ |A|.
(b) For every A,B ⊆ E, r(A ∪B) + r(A ∩B) ≤ r(A) + r(B).
(c) For every A ⊆ E and x ∈ E, r(A) ≤ r(A ∪ {x}) ≤ r(A) + 1.
Proof. (a) follows immediately from the definition of a submatroid. All the independent
sets of MA are subsets of A and so are the bases. Hence, the rank of MA is either less than
|A| or equal to it in case that A itself is the basis of MA.
For (b) let I be a basis element of MA∩B. Since I is also an an independent set in MA∪B,
we may find a basis element J of MA∪B with I ⊆ J . We can now write J \ I = IA∪̇IB
where IA ⊆ A \ B and IB ⊆ B \ A. Since IA ∪ I is an independent set in MA and IB ∪ I
is an independent set in MB, we get
r(A ∪B) + r(A ∩B) = |J |+ |I| = |IA|+ |I|+ |IB|+ |I| ≤ r(A) + r(B).
(c) follows from (b) by taking B = {x} and by noticing that r({x}) = 1 if {x} is an
independent set and r(x) = 0 if it is a loop, i.e., an element of E which is part of no
independent set.
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Lastly, we introduce the set of flats of a matroid which, just like its set of bases, fully
describe it. In order to do that, we use another definition of a matroid.
Definition 3.3.16 (Matroid (alternative defnition)). Let E be a finite set and cl : P(E) −→
P(E) a function satisfying the following axioms.
(i) For all A ⊆ E, A ⊆ cl(A).
(ii) For all A,B ⊆ E, if A ⊆ cl(B), then cl(A) ⊆ cl(B).
(iii) For all A ⊆ E and x, y ∈ E,
x ∈ cl(A ∪ {y}) \ cl(A) =⇒ y ∈ cl(A ∪ {x}) \ cl(A).
Then M := (E, cl) is a matroid. We call E the ground set and cl the closure operator.
Remark 3.3.17. If in the previous definition the finiteness condition for E is dropped, we
can define a pregeometry by adding the following axiom.
(iv) For any A ⊆ E, cl(A) =
⋃
B⊆A finite cl(B).
Matroids fulfill it trivially, hence they can also be called finite pregeometries. By adding a
fifth axiom, namely
(v) cl(∅) = ∅ and for every a in E, cl({a}) = {a}
we get a (combinatorial) geometry. For more information on this point of view, see e.g.
[24].
Example 3.3.18 (Finite subsets of vector spaces, continued). Let K be a field and V a
K-vector space. Let E ⊆ V be a finite set of vectors which together span V . Now let spanK
denote the K-linear span in V . We can now define a closure operator cl(A) = spanK(A)∩E
to obtain a matroid like in Definition 3.3.16.
If we took all of V as the ground set with spanK as the closure operator, we would
get an example for a pregeometry which is not a matroid. It is, however, not a geometry
because spanK({a}) = {a} ⇐⇒ a = 0.
Definitions 3.3.1 and 3.3.16 are called cryptomorphic, which means that despite being
equivalent, it is not obvious that they are. In fact, strictly speaking they do not describe the
same object, because a matroid by Definition 3.3.1 is a set of sets while a matroid by Def-
inition 3.3.16 is a set with a closure operator. However, this problem can be circumvented
as the following theorem shows.
Theorem 3.3.19. Let E be a finite set. Let M1 ⊆ P(E) be a matroid according to Defi-
nition 3.3.1 with rank function r and let M2 = (E, cl2) a matroid according to Definition
3.3.16.
(a) Define cl1 : P(E) −→ P(E) by cl1(A) = {x ∈ E : r(A) = r(A ∪ {x})}. Then (E, cl1)
is a matroid according to Definition 3.3.16.
(b) A subset B ⊆ E is independent if for every A ( B, cl(A) ( cl(B).
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Also, these constructions are inversions of each other.
Before we get to the proof, we cite a useful lemma.
Lemma 3.3.20. Let A,B ⊆ E be independent sets according to Theorem 3.3.19(b) such
that cl(A) ⊆ cl(B). Then |A| ≤ |B|.
Proof. See [33, Proposition 2.2].
Proof. For (a), we need to show that the three axioms from Definition 3.3.16 for cl1 hold.
(i) is clear from the definition of cl1. (ii) can for our purposes be restated (ii) as follows.
(ii’) For all A,B ⊆ E, if for all a ∈ A, r(B) = r(B ∪ {a}), then for every x ∈ E,
r(A ∪ {x}) = r(A) =⇒ r(B ∪ {x}) = r(B) holds.
The first part is equivalent to saying r(B) = r(B ∪ A), which can be proven inductively.
Let a1, a2 be elements of A and r(B) = r(B ∪ {a1}) = r(B ∪ {a2}). From Proposition
3.3.15(b) we obtain the inequality
r(B ∪ {a1, a2}) + r(B) ≤ r(B ∪ {a1}) + r(B ∪ {a2}) = 2r(B)
meaning that r(B∪{a1, a2}) ≤ r(B). Since by Proposition 3.3.15(c) the reverse inequality
also holds, we get equality.
Let now x ∈ E be an element for which r(B) < r(B ∪ {x}). For now we assume that
A contains at least one non-loop. Consider the submatroids MB and MA∪B. All of the
maximal independent sets in both submatroids have size r(B). Also, MB is a submatroid
of MA∪B, hence all maximal independent sets of MB are independent - and also maximal
- in MA∪B. By assumption the cardinality of MB∪{x} is larger than that of MB. Hence its
maximal independent sets have be of the form I ∪ {x} where I is maximal in MB. These
sets are also maximal in MA∪B∪{x}, meaning that r(A∪B ∪ {x}) > r(A∪B). Specifically
it means that all maximal sets of MA∪B∪{x} contain x. Since MA is a submatroid of
MA∪B∪{x}, all maximal independent sets of MA are independent in MA∪B∪{x} as well.
As such, each of them is contained in a maximal independent set of MA∪B∪{x}. Thus,
given a maximal independent set J of MA, J ∪ {x} is independent in MA∪B∪{x} and
r(A) < r(A ∪ {x}). If A consists only of loops, {x} will be the only independent set in
MA∪{x} which trivially makes its rank higher than that of MA.
(iii) can once again be restated in terms of the rank function.
(iii’) For all A ⊆ E and x, y ∈ E, if r(A) < r(A ∪ {x}) and r(A ∪ {y}) = r(A ∪ {x, y}),
then r(A ∪ {x}) = r(A ∪ {x, y}) and r(A) < r(A ∪ {y}).
Using the same logic as before, the inequality implies that every maximal independent set
in MA∪{x} is of the form I ∪ {x} for a maximal independent set I of MA. The second
assumption implies that the maximal independent sets of MA∪{y} are also maximal and
independent in MA∪{x,y}. Since MA∪{x} is a submatroid of MA∪{x,y}, its maximal subsets
must be smaller than or equal in size to those of MA∪{y}. They cannot be smaller because
they are of size r(A) + 1 and by Proposition 3.3.15(c), r(A ∪ {y}) ≤ r(A + 1). Hence we
get r(A ∪ {x}) = r(A ∪ {x, y}). In particular, r(A) < r(A ∪ {y}).
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For (b), we need to show that the three axioms from Definition 3.3.1 hold for I. (i)
follows by trivially. For (ii) let B be independent and A ( B such that A∪̇{b} for a b ∈ B.
Let further S be a subset of A such that A = S∪̇{a} for an a ∈ A. We have
cl(S) ⊆ cl(S ∪ {a}) = cl(A) ( cl(A ∪ {b}) = cl(B).
We assume that cl(S) = cl(S ∪ {a}), which implies that a ∈ cl(S). Hence, B ⊆ cl(S ∪ {b})
and cl(B) ⊆ cl(S ∪ {b}) which is a contradiction. Furthermore, every other subset T ⊆ S
satisfies cl(T ) ⊆ cl(S) ( cl(A), which implies that A is independent. By induction, every
subset of B is independent.
(iii) can be restated in terms of closures. It says that for all A,B ∈ I with |A| < |B|,
B 6⊆ cl2(A). According to (ii) from Definition 3.3.16, we can also show that |A| < |B| =⇒
cl2(B) 6⊆ cl2(A) which can be restated as cl2(B) ⊆ cl2(A) =⇒ |B| ≤ |A|, which hold
according to Lemma 3.3.20.
Finally, we show that given a matroid M by Definition 3.3.1 and applying first (a)
and then (b) yields the same matroid. Let A = {ai, . . . , am} ∈ M be an independent set.
Define Ai := {A1, . . . , Ai} and A0 = ∅. Since r(Ai) < r(Ai+1) for all i ∈ {0, . . . ,m}, A
stays independent after applying the constructions. Conversely, let B = {b1, . . . , bm} 6∈M
be a non-independent set. The maximal independent sets of the submatroid MB are
proper subsets of B but they have the same rank. Hence, non-independent sets also stay
non-independent after applying the constructions.
The closure operator motivates the following definition.
Definition 3.3.21 (Flat). Let M be a matroid on a ground set E with closure operator
cl. Then a flat of M is a set F ⊆ E such that cl(F ) = F .
The definition of a flat can be transferred to graphs via graphic matroids. If MG is the
graphic matroid associated to a graph G = (V,E), a set of edges F ⊆ E is a flat of G if it
is a flat of MG: The next proposition tells us what flats of graphs look like exactly.
Proposition 3.3.22. Let G = (V,E) be a graph with graphic matroid MG. A set F ⊆ E
is a flat of G if and only if it satisfies the following condition. Let F ′ be a subset of F . If
there exists an edge e such that G(F ′ ∪ {e}) is a cycle, then e ∈ F .
Proof. Let cl be the closure operator of MG as defined in Proposition 3.3.19. It can be
seen that closure operator satisfies cl(cl(F )) = cl(F ) for each F ⊆ E. In other words the
set of flats is given by cl(P(E)).
First we show that for each F , cl(F ) fulfills the requirement. Hence we need to under-
stand how the closure operator acts on each subset of E. More precisely, since by definition
F ⊆ cl(F ) for each F ⊆ E, we are interested in the edges being added by cl. Recall that
the rank of a set of edges F ⊆ E is the number of edges of the maximal forests T ⊆ F .
The closure operator adds edges to F if and only if they do not raise the rank. Hence
it cannot add an edge which is connected to vertices not in G(F ) since, given a maximal
forest T ⊆ F , T ∪ {e} would be a maximal forest in cl(F ). Thus, all added edges must be
connected to vertices in G(F ). We have to distinguish three cases: either e connects two
different connected components, or it connects two vertices within a connected component
of G(F ), or it is a loop. In first case, choose a spanning forest T of G(F ). The set T ∪ {e}
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is then still a forest of G, but of higher rank. Hence, the closure operator will not add such
an edge to F . In second case case, recall that within a connected component, the size of
all spanning forests is the same. Thus, adding an edge between vertices v1 and v2 within
a connected component will not change the rank. Since v1 and v2 belong to the same
connected component, there already exists a path F ′ between them. Then F ′ ∪ {e} forms
a cycle which fulfills the condition. In the third case, e is a loop and and hence part of no
spanning forest, which means it does not influence the rank. It also satisfies the condition
with F ′ = ∅.
Also we can see that every F which fulfills the condition is a flat. This is why according
to our description of the behaviour of the closure operator, all edges that cl could add have
already been added.
3.4 Gorenstein Toric Varieties
The Gorenstein property has its origin in the study of algebraic curves. In [15], Daniel
Gorenstein studied a duality property of plane curves. Later, Grothendieck introduced
the Gorenstein property as a property of rings in [16], which also makes it a property of
varieties. While we are not aiming to define it in its most general form, we will still require
some terminology and results from commutative algebra. For the rest of this subsection, let
K be an algebraically closed field and K[x1, . . . , xn] the ring of polynomials in n variables
over K.
Definition 3.4.1 (Noetherian ring). A ring R is called Noetherian if for every sequence
of ideals
I1 ⊆ I2 ⊆ I3 ⊆ · · ·
there exists a positive integer N such that the sequence becomes stationary, i.e., for all
positive integers m, IN = IN+m.
Every (not necessarily algebraically closed) field K is a Noetherian ring since a field
only has two ideals: 0 and K. The following result tells us why that is also true for
polynomial rings K[x1, . . . , xn].
Proposition 3.4.2 (Hilbert’s basis theorem). Let R be a Noetherian ring. Then R[x1, . . . , xn]
is also Noetherian.
Proof. It suffices to show that if R is Noetherian then so is R[x] since R[x1, . . . , xn] =
R[x1, . . . , xn−1][xn]. Let I ⊆ R[x] be a non-finitely generated ideal. We can recursively de-
fine a sequence of polynomials f0, f1, f2, . . . and ideals Jn = (f0, f1, . . . , fn−1) such that fn ∈
I\Jn is of minimal degree. We can define a sequence of integers deg(f0),deg(f1), deg(f2), . . .
which is non-decreasing. Denote by LC(fn) the leading coefficient of fn and define a se-
quence of ideals in R
(LC(f0)) ⊆ (LC(f0), LC(f1)),⊆ (LC(f0), LC(f1), LC(f2)) ⊆ · · ·
which becomes stationary for a positive integer N since R is Noetherian. Define L =












deg(fN )−deg(fi) · fi
be a polynomial in JN . Its leading coefficient is equal to that of fN but fN 6∈ JN , which
means that fN−g ∈ I \JN has a smaller degree than fN , which contradicts minimality.
In the following, all rings are assumed to be Noetherian. The Gorenstein property is
defined in terms of local rings. Hence we recall their definition.
Definition 3.4.3 (Local ring). A ring R is called local if it has exactly one maximal ideal.
Local rings are usually obtained by localising a ring R at a prime ideal m. This means
that all elements q 6∈ m of R receive multiplicative inverses 1/q. Formally, the local ring
Rm is defined as follows.
Rm = {p/q : p ∈ R, q ∈ R \m}/ ∼
where p1/q1 ∼ p2/q2 ⇐⇒ ∃t ∈ R \m : t(p1q2 − p2q1) = 0. It is endowed with an addition
defined by
p1/q1 + p2/q2 = (p1q2 + p2q1)/(q1q2)
and a multiplication defined by
p1/q1 · p2/q2 = (p1p2)/(q1q2).
Remark 3.4.4. In general this construction works with any multiplicative set S, i.e. any
subset of R such that for all a, b ∈ S, ab ∈ S.
Geometrically, at least in the affine case, maximal ideals correspond to points and
localising at a specific maximal ideal corresponds to defining rational functions that are
defined in a neighbourhood of a specific point. Local rings are useful for studying local
properties of varieties. They can tell us for example if a variety has a cusp or any other
kind of singularity at a given point.
In the case of projective varieties we run into a problem. The homogeneous coordinate
ring K[X] of a projective variety X ⊆ PnK is equal to the coordinate ring of the affine cone
of X, i.e., the affine variety in An+1K that vanishes on the lines through the origin that
correspond to projective points. As such, maximal ideals in K[X] correspond to affine
points rather than projective ones. Hence we need a workaround, which comes in form of
regular functions.
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Definition 3.4.5 (Regular function, ring of regular functions). Let X ⊆ PnK be a projective
variety. A function f : X −→ K is called regular at a point P ∈ X if there exists an open
neighbourhood U ⊆ X containing P for which f = q/r where q, r ∈ K[x0, . . . , xn] are
homogeneous polynomials of the same degree. A function is called regular if it is regular
everywhere.
A germ of a regular function on X near P is an object [f ]U where f is a regular function
on U containing P and where [f ]U is identified with [g]V if f = g on U ∩ V .
We denote by O(X) the ring of regular functions on X. For a point p ∈ X we define
Op,X (or simply Op) to be the ring of germs of regular functions on X near p. We call Op
the local ring of p.
Remark 3.4.6. It is also possible to define rings of regular functions for affine spaces,
but in this case the conditions about homogeneity and matching degree of q and r can be
dropped.
With this definition, the ring of regular functions at a point p, Op, on an affine variety
V is just K[V ]mp where mp is the maximal ideal of p. Also, the ring O(V ) is the coordinate
ring of V [17, Theorem 3.2].
As we saw in Section 3.2, normal lattice polytopes correspond to projectively normal
varieties. This property however depends on the embedding of X. Hence we define the
following weaker property.
Definition 3.4.7 (Normal variety). Let Y be an affine or projective variety. Let further
p be a point in Y . Then Y is called normal at a point p ∈ X if Op is integrally closed.
It is called normal if it is normal at every point.
Theorem 3.4.8 (Theorem 2.4.1 in [7]). Let P ⊂MR be an very ample lattice polytope and
XP its projective toric variety. Then XP is normal.
Remark 3.4.9. As we see, a very ample lattice polytope P whose projective toric variety
XP is normal need not be normal itself, even though the naming suggests otherwise.
Before we get to the Gorenstein property, we need to define a weaker property, namely
the Cohen-Macaulay property.
Definition 3.4.10 (Regular sequence, depth). Let R be a ring and M an R-module. Then
a sequence x1, . . . , xn ∈ R is called a regular sequence for M if x1 is a non-zerodivisor in
M and for all i = 2, . . . , n, xi is a non-zerodivisor in M/(x1, . . . , xi−1)M .
If R is a local ring with maximal ideal m, the depth of M , denoted by depthmM , is the
length of the longest regular sequence with all x1, . . . , xn ∈ m.
Definition 3.4.11 (Cohen-Macaulay local ring). A local ring R with maximal ideal m is
called Cohen-Macaulay if
depthmR = dimR.
From this, we can derive the notion of a Cohen-Macaulay variety.
Definition 3.4.12 (Cohen-Macaulay variety). Let Y be an affine or projective variety.
We call Y Cohen-Macaulay if for each point p ∈ Y , Op is Cohen-Macaulay.
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The next step is to define the Gorenstein property. To simplify things, we will only do
so for normal varieties. However, before we start, we need to lay some more groundwork.
Definition 3.4.13 (Prime divisor, Weil divisor). Let Y be a normal affine or projective
variety. A prime divisor D is a subvariety of Y with dimD = dimX − 1. A Weil divisor





aiDi : ai ∈ Z, Di a prime divisor
}
.
Next we need to define discrete valuation rings which will allow us to introduce principal
divisors and Cartier divisors.
Definition 3.4.14 (Discrete valuation ring). Let F be a field. A discrete valuation on F
is a surjective group homomorphism
ν : F ∗ −→ Z
which satisfies ν(x+ y) ≥ min(ν(x), ν(y)) for x, y ∈ F ∗. Its corresponding discrete valua-
tion ring is defined by
R := {x ∈ F ∗ : ν(x) ≥ 0} ∪ {0}.
Proposition 3.4.15. Let ν be a valuation and R its discrete valuation ring. Then R is a
local ring with maximal ideal {x ∈ F ∗ : ν(x) > 0} ∪ {0}.
Proof. First we notice that R really is a ring because for two elements we have x, y ∈ R,
ν(xy) = ν(x) + ν(y) ≥ 0 and ν(x + y) ≥ min(ν(x), ν(y)) ≥ 0. Next we see that for
x ∈ F ∗ ν(1/x) = −ν(x) because it is a homomorphism. Hence, non-zero elements in R are
invertible if and only if ν(x) = 0.
Let now Y be a normal affine or projective variety. We can define its field of rational





where we identify f : U −→ K and g : V −→ K if f = g on U ∩ V . This is indeed a field
because we can define inverses. Let f 6= 0 be an element of K(X) which is given by p/q
on an open set U . Let V ( U be an open subset with f(x) 6= 0 for all x ∈ V . Then on V ,
the inverse of f is given by q/p. The ring structure follows from the fact that the O(U)
are rings. Next we will see that we can identify each prime divisors of Y with a discrete
valuation rings whose domain is K(Y ).
Proposition 3.4.16. Let Y be a normal affine or projective variety and D a prime divisor
of Y . Then the ring
OY,D := {f ∈ K(Y ) : f is defined on U with U ∩D 6= ∅}
is a discrete valuation ring.
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Proof. See [7, Proposition 4.0.7(b)].
A discrete valuation associated to a ring OY,D for a prime divisor D is denoted by νD.
Such a discrete valuation can be used to generate Weil divisors from rational functions. To
do that, we first need a lemma.
Lemma 3.4.17 (Lemma 4.0.9 in [7]). If Y is a normal affine or projective variety and f
is in K(Y ), then νD(f) is zero for all but a finite number of prime divisors D ⊆ Y
Definition 3.4.18 (Principal divisor, linear equivalence). Let Y be a normal affine or






which is a Weil divisor. Such a divisor is called principal divisor. The set of all principal
divisors is denoted Div0(Y ).
Two Weil divisors D and E are called linearly equivalent if there exists an f ∈ K(Y )
such that D + div(f) = E.
Now we can define Cartier divisors.
Definition 3.4.19 (Cartier divisor). Let Y be a normal affine or projective variety and
let D =
∑n
i=0 aiDi be a Weil divisor. Further, let U ⊆ Y be an non-empty open subset of






Then a Cartier-Divisor is defined as follows. A Weil divisor D is called Cartier if there
exists an open cover {Ui}i∈I of X such that for each i ∈ I, D|Ui = div(fi)|Ui for some
fi ∈ K(Y ). The set {(Ui, fi)}i∈I is called the local data of D. The set of all Cartier
divisors is denoted CDiv(Y ).
The set of Weil divisors Div(Y ) forms a free Abelian group with the set of Cartier
divisors CDiv(Y ) as a subgroup. The set of principal divisors is a subgroup of both.
From this we can define the class group Cl(Y ) := Div(Y )/Div0(Y ) and the Picard group
Pic(Y ) := CDiv(Y )/Div0(Y ). An element of the class group (and hence of the Picard
group) is a Weil divisor up to linear equivalence.
The last ingredient we need is the canonical divisor. It is a very geometric object
whose thorough introduction will go beyond the scope of this thesis. A proper treatment
of differentials and the canonical sheaf in the non-singular case (which is less general than
the normal case) can be found in [39, Chapter 3.6]. For our purposes, it is enough to define
it in combinatorial terms, which we can do after looking at the toric case.
Recall the Orbit-Cone correspondences from Proposition 3.2.20 in the case of affine
varieties and Theorem 3.2.30 in the case of projective varieties. In both cases, codimension
1 orbits correspond to dimension 1 faces, i.e., rays. Hence, the closure of the orbit of a
ray ρ is a torus-invariant prime divisor, denoted by Dρ. We can thus describe the pricipal
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divisor of a character. In order to simplify things, we shall denote an affine or projective
toric variety by YΣ where Σ denotes the normal fan associated to YΣ in the projective case
and the set {C∗A} in the affine case. The set of rays of the cones in Σ is denoted by rays(Σ).
Proposition 3.4.20 (Proposition 4.1.2 in [7]). Let YΣ be a normal affine or projective






where uρ ∈ N denotes the minimal ray generator of ρ, i.e., the lattice point such that
uρN = ρ ∩N .





as the set of all Weil divisors over orbit closures. The next theorem will show that all Weil
divisors belong to this set.
Theorem 3.4.21 (Theorem 4.1.3 in [7]). Let YΣ be a normal affine or projective toric
variety. We have the exact sequence
M −→ DivT (YΣ) −→ Cl(YΣ) −→ 0,
where the first map is m 7→ div(χm) and the second sends a torus-invariant divisor to its
divisor class in Cl(YΣ). Furthermore we have a short exact sequence
0 −→M −→ DivT (YΣ) −→ Cl(YΣ) −→ 0,
if and only if {uρ : ρ ∈ rays(Σ)} spans NR.
We can now define the canonical divisor and its inverse, the anticanonical divisor.
Definition 3.4.22 ((Anti-) Canonical Divisor). Let YΣ be a normal affine or projective





The anticanonical divisor is defined as −KYΣ.
As mentioned before, the canonical divisor is an object that exists for every normal
affine or projective variety. Hence we will define the Gorenstein property in general terms.
Definition 3.4.23 (Gorenstein variety). Let Y be a normal affine or projective variety.
We call Y Gorenstein if its canonical divisor is Cartier and Y is Cohen-Macaulay.
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The last step is to show that this definition really justifies the Gorenstein property for
polytopes as given in Definition 3.1.34. Since Cartier divisors are locally principal and
principal divisors correspond to lattice points, the local data of a Cartier divisor is of the
form {(Um, χm)}m∈I for a finite set I. Furthermore, Proposition 4.2.2(a) in [7] tells us
that the sets Um are precisely the affine pieces of YΣ if it is projective, and all of YΣ if it is
affine. Hence, we can write the local data as {mσ}σ∈Σ. Now, using that a lattice point in
M corresponds to a linear function in N , we can define the support function of a Cartier
divisor. Let |Σ| denote the subset of NR which contains the points contained in any of the
cones in Σ. Then the support function φD of a Cartier divisor D with local data {mσ}σ∈Σ
is defined as
φD(u) = 〈mσ, u〉 for u ∈ σ.
One can easily see that φD is piece-wise linear.
To explain the second condition in Definition 3.4.23, the Cohen-Macaulay property, we
have the following very useful theorem.
Theorem 3.4.24 (Hochster). Let M be a lattice and A ⊂M a finite subset of lattice points
and let CA be the cone over A. Then K[CA ∩M ] is Cohen-Macaulay, i.e, K[CA ∩M ]m is
Cohen-Macaulay for every maximal ideal m ⊂ K[CA ∩M ].
Proof. See [4, Theorem 6.9].
Corollary 3.4.25. Let P ⊂ MR be a normal lattice polytope with projective toric variety
XP . Then both XP and the affine cone over XP are Cohen-Macaulay.
Proof. By Remark 3.2.18, the affine cone over XP has coordinate ring K[CP ∩M ] where
CP is the affine cone over P , hence it is Cohen-Macaulay. If we take a point from XP , it lies
in one of the affine pieces given by the vertices of P . By Theorem 3.2.26, for each vertex v
the coordinate rings of these pieces is K[N∗v ∩M ]. The N∗v are cones over a finite number
of points, namely the points w − v where w is a vertex of P . It follows that the affine
pieces are Cohen-Macaulay, which means that any of their points has a Cohen-Macaulay
local ring. Hence, XP is Cohen-Macaulay.
Theorem 3.4.26. Let P ⊂MR be a normal lattice polytope with the projective toric variety
XP associated to it. Then the following are equivalent.
(a) P is a Gorenstein polytope.
(b) The affine cone over XP is Gorenstein.
Proof. From Corollary 3.4.25 we know that both XP and its affine cone are Cohen-
Macaulay. For (a) =⇒ (b), we consider the supporting cone C over P . Recall that by
Theorem 3.1.37 (a) is equivalent to the existence of a unique lattice point w for which
〈w, uρ〉 = 1 for each facet ρ of C. The facets ρ correspond to rays in C∗ and w corresponds
to a linear form that takes the value 1 on each minimal ray generator uρ. Hence, the
anticanonical divisor is principal corresponding to χm and hence the canonical divisor is
too, because principal divisors are a group. Thus the affine cone over XP is Gorenstein.
The converse follows analogously.
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Lastly we shall see how P relates to XP itself in terms of the Gorenstein property. As it
turns out, P being Gorenstein not only implies that XP is Gorenstein, but it also implies
that XP is a Fano variety. That means that the anticanonical divisor of XP is ample.
Once again, a proper treatment of the ampleness condition can be found in [7, Chapter 6],
but for our purposes it’s enough to define it by means of the following theorem.
Theorem 3.4.27 (Theorem 6.1.14 in [7]). Let φD be the support function of a Cartier
divisor D on a normal affine or projective variety YΣ. Then D is ample if and only if φD,
given by
φD(u) = 〈m,uσ〉 for u ∈ σ.
is strictly convex, i.e., if it is convex and the m are different for different cones σ.
Proposition 3.4.28. Let P ⊂ MR be a Gorenstein lattice polytope with 0 in its interior
an with the projective toric variety XP associated to it. Then XP is a Gorenstein Fano
variety.
Proof. Recall that every dilation of P by a positive integer yields the same normal fan.
We know that there exists a dilation δP which is reflexive. We now define the function
φ : u 7→ 〈vi, u〉 for u ∈ σvi
which is well-defined since every u ∈ σvi ∩ σvj , i 6= j, needs to satisfy
〈m,u〉 − 〈vi, u〉 ≥ 0 and
〈m,u〉 − 〈vj , u〉 ≥ 0
for all m ∈ P . Hence, 〈vi, u〉 − 〈vj , u〉 = 〈vj , u〉 − 〈vi, u〉 from which follows that 〈vi, u〉 =
〈vj , u〉. Next, we notice that φ(u) ≤ 0 for all u, because 0 ∈ P and 〈0, u〉 − 〈vi, u〉 =
−〈vi, u〉 ≥ 0 for all vi ∈ vert(δP ) and u ∈ σvi . This implies that the dual polytope (δP )∗ is
equal to φ−1([−1, 0]). Since (δP )∗ is reflexive, it has only one interior lattice point which
means that its vertices are minimal ray generators of Σ. In fact, the minimal ray generator
of Σ coincide with the vertices of (δP )∗ entirely because a minimal ray generator r which
lies in the cones σi and σj will also lie in the distinct facets given by 〈vi, u〉 = −1 and
〈vj , u〉 = −1 of (δP )∗. Hence we get that φ(g) = −1 for all minimal ray generators. Thus,
φ is the supporting function of the canonical divisor which we can see is Cartier and given
by the local data {vi}σvi∈Σ, which makes XP Gorenstein. It follows that the anticanonical
divisor is given by the local data {−vi}σvi∈Σ and the corresponding supporting function is
−φ. This function can be seen to be strictly convex, which makes XP Fano.
The converse does not necessarily hold since P may be dilated too far to begin with.
However, studying Gorenstein Fano varieties is still useful when the goal is to find reflex-




In this section we will present some results about lattice polytopes coming from graphs.
Firstly, we have the matroid base polytopes, defined in Definition 3.3.8, specifically those
which can be defined from graphic matroids. Then, we have the symmetric edge polytopes.
These are defined as follows.
Definition 4.0.1 (Symmetric edge polytope). Let G = (V,E) be a simple graph on vertex
set V and edge set E. The symmetric edge polytope of G is defined as the set
conv{±(ei − ej) : {i, j} ∈ E} ⊂ R|V | .
It might be worth mentioning that there exists a different type of symmetric edge
polytope introduced in [35], usually called symmetric edge polytope of type B. Henceforth,
the term symmetric edge polytope will only refer to polytopes as defined in Definition 4.0.1.
In Subsection 4.1, we will discuss a constructive criterion for multigraphs for which
their associated matroid base polytopes have the Gorenstein property as given in Definition
3.1.34. In Subsection 4.2, we will look at the roots of Ehrhart polynomials of a special
class of symmetric edge polytopes. The core of this subsection is an algorithm with which
a certain type of functional equations of Ehrhart polynomials can be created. Some new
recursive relations which were found using this algorithm will also be presented.
4.1 Gorenstein Matroids
The study of the Gorenstein property in matroids goes back to [18]. Motivated by this,
Hibi, Lasoń, Matsuda, Micha lek, and Vodička investigate in [20] the Gorenstein property
for graphic matroids. A matroid can be defined to be Gorenstein in two different ways,
either of which depends on matroid polytopes. Either we require its independence polytope
or its base polytope to be Gorenstein. In [28], a full classification in form of necessary and
sufficient criteria are presented in either case. The authors of [20], however, take a more
constructive approach. They study the case of graphic matroids and find that a matroid
polytope is Gorenstein if and only if its underlying graph can be constructed in a certain
way. In the case of independence polytopes, they find a full classification for multigraphs,
and in the case of base polytopes, they find a full classification for simple graphs which we
manage to extend to multigraphs in [26].
We recall that in order to check whether a lattice polytope P is Gorenstein or not, one
can observe its integer dilations δP . If there exists a positive integer δ such that δP has a
unique interior lattice point with lattice distance 1 from all facets, then P is Gorenstein.
Hence, the first necessary piece of information we need about independence polytopes and
base polytopes of a given matroid M is their facet description.
For independence polytopes, consider the following result.
Proposition 4.1.1 (Theorem 28 in [8]). Let M be a connected matroid on the ground set
E with rank function r. Then the supporting hyperplanes (ergo facets) of the independence
polytope IM are of one of the following types:








e∈E xe, where F ⊂ E is an inseparable flat or, i.e., F is a flat for
which no partition F = F1∪̇F2 exists with r(F ) = r(F1) + r(F2).
Remark 4.1.2. Originally, this result was phrased in terms of polymatroids. A polyma-
troid is a polytope associated to a generalised rank function in a certain way. If this function
is the rank function of a matroid, its associated polymatroid is exactly the independence
polytope.
From this, Herzog and Hibi go on to prove a criterion for the Gorenstein property of
independence polytopes. We give the version cited in [20].
Theorem 4.1.3 (Theorem 7.3 in [18]). The independence polytope IM of a loopless matroid





for every connected flat A.
The authors of [20] rephrase this in terms of graphic matroids. In order to understand
it, we first need a definition.
Definition 4.1.4 (Blow up of a graph). The m-blow up of a graph G = (V,E) is a graph
with vertex set V which has for each edge between two vertices v1 and v2 m parallel edges
between v1 and v2.
Corollary 4.1.5 (Theorem 2.2 in [20]). Let G be a multigraph. The polytope IMG is
Gorenstein if and only if there exists a positive integer δ ≥ 2 such that G is a (δ− 1)-blow
up of a graph H = (V,E) satisfying condition (♣)δ:
(δ − 1)|E(S)|+ 1 = δ(|S| − 1)
for every set S ⊂ V inducting a 2-connected subgraph.
From this, they are able to find a constructive criterion for graphs which yield Goren-
stein independence polytopes.
Theorem 4.1.6 (Theorem 2.4 in [20]). Let H be a 2-connected graph and let δ ≥ 2. The
following conditions are equivalent:
(a) H satisfies (♣)δ.
(b) H is δ-chordal (any cycle without a chord has exactly δ+ 1 elements) and has no K4
minor.
(c) H can be constructed from the clique K2 by adding a new (δ+ 1)-cycle to an edge of
the preceding graph at each step.
In a similar vein, we shall find constructive criteria for graphs associated to Gorenstein
base polytopes. Before we present the facet description of base polytopes, we need a little
definition.
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Definition 4.1.7 (Contraction, Restriction). Let G = (V,E) be a graph with graphic
matroid MG. Given an edge e ∈ E connecting the vertices v1 and v2 ∈ V , the contraction
G/e is obtained from G by identifying v1 with v2 and deleting e. Given a set S ⊂ V of
vertices, the restriction G|S is the largest subgraph of G whose vertex set is S. Lastly, given
an edge e ∈ E, G \ e is the graph with vertex set V and edge set E \ {e}.
Lemma 4.1.8 (Lemma 3.2 in [20]). Let M be a connected matroid on the ground set
E with the rank function r. Then the base polytope BM is full dimensional in an affine
sublattice of ZE given by
∑
e∈E xe = r(E) and all supporting hyperplanes (ergo facets) are
of one of the following two types:







e∈E xe, where F ⊂ E is a good flat - a flat such that both the
restriction of M to F and the contraction of F in M are connected.
If M is a graphic matroid, we can express this in terms of the underlying graph.
Corollary 4.1.9 (Corollary 3.4 in [20]). Let G = (V,E) be a 2-connected graph. The
polytope BMG has two types of supporting hyperplanes (ergo facets):







e∈E xe, where S ⊂ V is a good flat - a subset such that both the
restriction of G to S and the contraction of E(S) in G are 2-connected.
Given this facet description, it is possible to find criteria for the Gorenstein property
in terms of graphs. In the following we call a polytope P δ-Gorenstein if δP is reflexive.
Hence, P is Gorenstein if there exists a positive integer δ such that it is δ-Gorenstein.
Theorem 4.1.10 (Theorem 2.9 in [26]). Fix a positive integer δ. Let G = (V,E) be a
2-connected multigraph. Then the following are equivalent.
(a) The polytope BMG is δ-Gorenstein
(b) G possesses a weight function w : E −→ {1, δ − 1} defined by
w(e) =
{
1 if G \ e is 2-connected
δ − 1 if G/e is 2-connected
which satisfies the following equalities (♠)δ:
(1) w(E) = δ(|V | − 1) and (we use the notation w(E) =
∑
e∈E w(e)).
(2) w(E(S)) + 1 = δ(|S| − 1) for every good flat S in the sense of Lemma 4.1.9
(where E(S) is the set of edges with endpoints in S).
(c) G possesses a weight function w like in (ii) which satisfies the following equalities
(♥)δ:
w(E(S)) + k(S) = δ(|S| − 1) for every 2-connected set S ⊆ V
where k(S) is the number of 2-connected components in G/G|S (note that k(V ) = 0).
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This theorem is merely a summary of two theorems in [20], namely Theorems 3.1
and 3.4. They were originally defined for simple graphs only, but the statements extend
effortlessly. We will now look at an important class of Gorenstein graphs.
Example 4.1.11 (Cycles). Let Cδ be a δ-cycle. Removing any edge from Cδ will result
in a path which is not 2-connected. However, contracting any edge will result in a (δ − 1)-
cycle, which is 2-connected. Hence, we have a well-defined weight function w as given in
Theorem 4.1.10. It assigns the value δ − 1 to each edge. In particular,
w(E) = δ(δ − 1) = δ(|V | − 1).
To check the second equality, we notice that there is only one subset of vertices of Cδ whose
restriction is 2-connected, namely the entire vertex set of Cδ. However, we require a good
flat to be a proper subset. Hence there is no good flat which means that Cδ is Gorenstein.
Using Theorem 4.1.10, the authors of [20] find two construction for graphs which pre-
serve the Gorenstein property.
Construction 4.1.12 (From Proposition 4.1 in [20]). Let G1, . . . , Gδ−1 be 2-connected
simple graphs. Let further e1, . . . , eδ−1 be edges of the corresponding graphs with w(e1) =
. . . = w(eδ−1) = δ − 1 where w is the weight function from Theorem 4.1.10. The simple
graph G is constructed by gluing the G1, . . . , Gδ−1 along e1, . . . , eδ−1 together. The gluing
edge has then weight 1.
Construction 4.1.13 (From Proposition 4.2 in [20]). Let G be a 2-connected simple graph.
Let e be an edge w(e) = 1 where w is the weight function from Theorem 4.1.10. The simple
graph G′ is constructed by substituting e by a path consisting of δ − 1 edges.
In Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 in [20], the authors show that if the graphs G1, . . . , Gδ−1
from Construction 4.1.12 (resp. G from Construction 4.1.13) fulfill the equalities (♠)δ from
Theorem 4.1.10, then so does G (resp. G′). As it turns out, if δ > 2 these two constructions
alone are sufficient for characterising Gorenstein base polytopes from graphic matroids
entirely as summarised by the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1.14 (Theorem 4.3 in [20]). Let G be a 2-connected graph and let δ > 2. The
following conditions are equivalent:
(a) G satisfies equalities (♠)δ from Theorem 4.1.10.
(b) G can be obtained using Constructions 4.1.12 and 4.1.13 from a δ-cycle.
Before we consider the case where δ = 2, we look at the situation for multigraphs.
Here it turns out that Constructions 4.1.12 and 4.1.13 are two special cases of one unified
construction.
Construction 4.1.15. For a positive integer δ ≥ 2, let G1 and G2 be 2-connected multi-
graphs with vertices u1, v1 and u2, v2 respectively. Let F1 6= ∅ (resp. F2 6= ∅) be a set
of parallel edges between u1 and v1 (resp. u2 and v2). We construct the δ-gluing of G1
and G2 along F1 and F2 by taking their direct sum and identifying u1 with v1 and u2 with
v2, and substituting F1 ∪ F2 with w(F1) + w(F2) − δ parallel edges where w is the weight
function from Theorem 4.1.10 (note that all of these edges have weight 1).
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Construction 4.1.12 is the repeated application of Construction 4.1.15 and Construc-
tion 4.1.13 is Construction 4.1.15 with a simple graph G and a δ-cycle. In the following
proposition we showed that Construction 4.1.15 indeed preserves the Gorenstein property.
We also show a partial converse.
Proposition 4.1.16 (Proposition 2.13 in [26]). Let G1 and G2 be 2-connected multigraphs
with vertices u1, v1 and u2, v2 respectively. Let F1 6= ∅ (resp. F2 6= ∅) be a set of parallel
edges between u1 and v1 (resp. u2 and v2). Let G be the δ-gluing of G1 and G2 along F1
and F2. Then G satisfies (♠)δ if G1 and G2 do, and G1 satisfies (♠)δ if G2 and G do.
We cite the proof from [26].
Proof. In both cases, the first equality is easy to check.
Let now G1 and G2 satisfy (♠)δ, let S be a good flat in G and let u and v be the glued
points. If S does not contain both u and v, it lies completely in either G1 or G2. Further,
G1|S = G|S (resp. G2|S = G|S) is 2-connected. If contracting S in G1 (resp. G2) would
lead to a separating vertex, it would do so in G as well. Hence S is a good flat in G1 (resp.
G2) and satisfies (♠)δ.
If S contains both u and v, the contraction of S in particular contracts the edges
between u and v. Hence, the contraction will have a separating vertex, unless either G1 or
G2 are fully included in S. Thus, without loss of generality, we can write S as S
′ ∪ V (G2),
where S′ ∩ V (G2) = {u, v}. Both the contraction of S′ in G1, which is equal to the
contraction of S in G, and G1|S′ are 2-connected. Hence S
′ forms a good flat in G1. We
obtain
w(E(S)) + 1 = w(E(S′)) + w(E(G2))− δ + 1 =
= δ(|S′| − 1)− 1 + δ(|V (G2|)− 1)− δ + 1 =
= δ(|S′| − 1 + |V (G2)| − 1− 1)− 1 + 1 = δ(|S| − 1)
where the δ in the first line comes from substituting F1 and F2 with w(F1) + w(F2) − δ
parallel edges. Hence, G satisfies (♠)δ
Let now G2 and G satisfy (♠)δ. Let S be a good flat in G1. If S does not contain both
v1 and v2, we have G1|S = G|S and the contraction of S in G is 2-connected. Hence, S is
a good flat in G and satisfies (♠)δ.
Suppose now v1 and v2 are in S. Let S
′ be S ∪ G2 Both the contraction of S′ in G,
which is equal to the contraction of S in G1, and G|S′ are 2-connected. Hence, S
′ forms a
good flat in G and we get
w(E(S)) + 1 = w(E(S′))− w(E(G2)) + δ + 1 =
= δ(|S′| − 1− |V (G2)|+ 1 + 1)− 1 + 1 = δ(|S| − 1).
Hence, G satisfies (♠)δ, which concludes the proof.
In order to finish the classification of multigraphs for δ > 2, we need to make a key
observation. If G is a multigraph satisfying (♠)δ for a δ > 2, then we can turn G into a
simple graph by attaching δ-cycles to parallel edges. And since Proposition 4.1.16 allows
for the partial converse, the reverse process preserves the Gorenstein property as well, since
δ-cycles are Gorenstein from Example 4.1.11. Hence, if G is Gorenstein, then it comes from
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a Gorenstein simple graph, which can be constructed from cycles according to Theorem
4.1.14. Constructions 4.1.12 and 4.1.13 can be regarded as (δ−1)-ary and unary operation
respectively. This is because they are designed to create simple graphs from simple graphs.
However if we drop this condition, we can find two new constructions that are both binary
and that are, as we shall see, equivalent to Constructions 4.1.12 and 4.1.13.
Construction 4.1.17. Let G1 and G2 be 2-connected multigraphs. Let further e1, and
e2 be edges from the corresponding multigraphs with w(e1) = 1, w(e2) = δ − 1. Then the
multigraph G is constructed by gluing G1 and G2 along e1 and e2 and deleting the glued
edge.
Construction 4.1.18. Let G1 and G2 be 2-connected multigraphs. Let further e1 and e2
be edges from the corresponding graphs with w(e1) = w(e2) = δ − 1. Then the multigraph
G is constructed by gluing G1 and G2 along e1 and e2 and substituting the gluing edge with
δ− 2 parallel edges. For each of those new edges fi, we have w(fi) = 1. We also note that
G1 may also be reconstructed from G and G2.
Now we only need one more construction: the one that allows us to turn paths back
into edges.
Construction 4.1.19. Let G be a 2-connected multigraph and let v1 and v2 be two vertices
of G. If there exists a path consisting of δ−1 edges between v1 and v2 whose interior vertices
all have degree 2, then the multigraph G′ is constructed by substituting the path by a single
edge.
We are now ready to state the constructive criterion for δ-Gorenstein base polytopes
with δ > 2.
Theorem 4.1.20 (Theorem 2.22 in [26]). Let G be a 2-connected multigraph. Then the
following are equivalent:
(a) G satisfies (♠)δ.
(b) G can be obtained by the Constructions 4.1.17, 4.1.18, and 4.1.19, from a δ-cycle.
We cite the proof from [26].
Proof. (b) =⇒ (a) is true because δ-cycles satisfy (♠)δ by Proposition 4.1.16.
For (a) =⇒ (b), we will use the results from [20].
By turning all its multiedges into paths using Construction 4.1.17 with δ-cycles, G
can be turned into simple graph G′ which also satisfies (♠)δ. Since this operation can
be reversed using Construction 4.1.19, it remains to show that if G′ can be obtained by
Constructions 4.1.12 and 4.1.13, it can equally be obtained by Constructions 4.1.17 and
4.1.18.
We will prove this by induction on the number of construction steps.
Let G′ be constructible in n steps and let us assume that the condition holds for every
graph constructible in n− 1 steps. If the nth step is an application of Construction 4.1.13,
we may regard this step as an application of Construction 4.1.17 and we are done.
If the nth step is an application of Construction 4.1.12, we have Gorenstein graphs
G1, . . . , Gδ−1, with edges e1, . . . , eδ−1 with w(e1) = . . . = w(eδ−1) = δ− 1, which are being
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glued together along e1, . . . , eδ−1. Let G1,2 be the result of applying Construction 4.1.18
to G1 with e1 and G2 with e2. This yields δ − 2 new parallel edges, each having weight
1. Thus, we can successively use Construction 4.1.17 to glue the remaining Gi along their
respective ei to the parallel edges. This leaves precisely one of the parallel edges unused
and we are done.
Remark 4.1.21. The proof makes it clear that Constructions 4.1.12 and 4.1.13 and Con-
structions 4.1.17 and 4.1.18 are indeed equivalent.
Next, we consider the case where δ = 2. Once again, this was solved for simple graphs
in [20]. It begins with a special case of Theorem 4.1.10.
Corollary 4.1.22 (Corollary 5.1 in [20]). Let G = (V,E) be a 2-connected graph. The
polytope BMG is a 2-Gorenstein if and only if the following equalities (♠)2 are satisfied.
(a) |E| = 2(|V | − 1) and
(b) |E(S)| = 2|S| − 3 for every good flat S ⊂ V in the sense of Lemma 4.1.8.
We require one more construction.
Construction 4.1.23 (From Proposition 5.2 in [20]). Let G1 and G2 be simple graphs.
The collision of G1 and G2 on the corresponding edges e1 and e2 is the graph obtained by
gluing G1 and G2 along e1 and e2 and removing the resulting gluing edge.
Proposition 5.2 in [20] says that if G1 and G2 satisfy (♠)2, then so does their collision.
This construction alone is enough to characterise 2-Gorenstein base polytopes.
Theorem 4.1.24 (Theorem 5.3 in [20]). Let G be a 2-connected graph. The following
conditions are equivalent
(a) G satisfies (♠)2 from Theorem 4.1.10.
(b) G can be obtained using Construction 4.1.23 from the clique K4.
In the case of multigraphs we first notice that Construction 4.1.23 is exactly the same
as Construction 4.1.17 for δ = 2. Also we notice that now the 2-cycle C2 can be considered
which were already shown to satisfy (♠)2 in Example 4.1.11. However, as it turns out, C2
is the only addition to the class of graphs with 2-Gorenstein base polytopes.
Theorem 4.1.25 (Theorem 2.25 in [26]). Let G be a 2-connected multigraph. Then the
following are equivalent:
(a) G satisfies (♠)2,
(b) either G can be obtained with Construction 4.1.17 from the clique K4 or G is the
2-cycle C2.
We cite the proof from [26].
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Proof. By Theorem 4.1.24, a simple graph is Gorenstein if and only if it can be obtained
with the Construction 4.1.17 from the clique K4. Further, by Example 4.1.11, C2 indeed
satisfies (♠)2. Hence, it only remains to show that every other multigraph satisfying (♠)2
is simple.
Let G be a 2-connected multigraph satisfying (♠)2. Equivalently, it satisfies (♥)2. That
means that for every 2-connected set of vertices S = {v1, v2}, we obtain
|E(S)|+ k(S) = 2(|S| − 1) = 2.
Since E(S) needs to be a positive integer, we only have two possible values for k(S): 0 and
1. But k(S) = 0 implies that S is the entire vertex set of G which means that G = C2. In
the other case, the number of edges between v1 and v2 is 1 and G is simple.
4.2 Recursive Formulas of Symmetric Edge Polytopes
In [23], Higashitani, Kummer, and Micha lek study the roots of the Ehrhart polynomials
Hm,n of symmetric edge polytopes associated to the bipartite complete graphs Km,n. One
of the key tools they used is the theory of interlacing polynomials, studied at length in [13].
The interlacing of two polynomials is defined as follows.
Definition 4.2.1 (Interlacing). Let f, g ∈ C[x] be univariate polynomials of degree n and
n+ 1 respectively. Further, let L ⊂ C be a real line which is the image of R under the map
Φ(x) = α+ βx with α, β ⊂ R and let the roots a1, . . . , an of f and b1, . . . , bn+1 of g lie on
L. We say that f L-interlaces g if and only if
Φ−1(b1) ≤ Φ−1(a1) ≤ Φ−1(b2) ≤ Φ−1(a2) ≤ . . . ≤ Φ−1(an) ≤ Φ−1(bn+1).
Among other things, Higashitani, Kummer, and Micha lek found that the roots of H2,n
and H3,n lie on the line R = −12 + iR and that H2,n interlaces H3,n on R for all positive
integers n. The point of departure for this result was the following three lemmas.
Lemma 4.2.2 (Lemma 2.3 in [23]). Let L ⊂ C be a real line, let f, g1, . . . , gr ∈ C[x] be
monic polynomials and let λ1, . . . , λr ∈ R be nonnegative real numbers. If f is L-interlaced
by each gi, then f is L-interlaced by
λ1g1 + · · ·+ λrgr.
Lemma 4.2.3 (Lemma 2.4 in [23]). Let f, g, h ∈ R[x] be real monic polynomials such that
deg f = deg g + 1 = deg h+ 2. Assume that there is an identity
f = (x+ a) · g + b · h
for some a, b ∈ R, b < 0. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) f is R-interlaced by g.
(b) g is R-interlaced by h.
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Lemma 4.2.4 (Lemma 2.5 in [23]). Let f1, f2, f3 ∈ R[x] be real monic polynomials such
that deg f1 = deg f2 + 1 = deg f3 + 2. Assume that there is an identity
f1 = (x+ a) · f2 + b · f3
for some a, b ∈ R, b > 0. Furthermore, let
(−1)deg fifi(x) = fi(2d− x)
for some d ∈ R and i = 1, 2, 3. Then, with Rd := {z ∈ C : =(z) = d} the following are
equivalent:
(a) f1 is Rd-interlaced by f2.
(b) f2 is Rd-interlaced by f3.
If (a) and (b) are satisfied, then (x− d)f3 Rd-interlaces f1.
With these lemmas, the goal is to find recursive relations in the form given in Lemma
4.2.4 where f3 is a linear combination of polynomials g1, . . . , gr in the form given in Lemma
4.2.2. Then it is possible to infer the interlacing of f1 by f2 from the interlacing of f2 by
the gi. The following small proposition shows that such relations can easily and uniquely
be stated in terms of the Hilbert series of the polynomials appearing in them.





where n ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The following statements hold.
(a) p1(x) = p2(x) + p3(x) ⇐⇒ S1(t) = S2(t) + S3(t).
(b) p1(x) = α · p2(x) ⇐⇒ S1(t) = α · S2(t) with α ∈ R.
(c) p1(x) = x · p2(x) ⇐⇒ S1(t) = t · ddtS2(t).












= S2(t) + α · S3(t).
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Setting α to 1 yields (a) and setting p2 to 0 yields (b). For (c) we notice that the Hilbert








(i · p3(i)) · ti−1





= t · d
dt
S2(t).
In [22], Higashitani, Jochemko, and Micha lek present a general description of the h∗-
polynomial for the symmetric edge polytope of a graph Ka,b. It goes as follows.
Proposition 4.2.6 (Theorem 4.1 in [22]). Let Hm,n be the Ehrhart polynomial associated
to Km,n. Then the h














· ti (1 + t)m+n−1−2i.






The Hilbert series of the Ehrhart polynomial associated to K2,n is given by
S2,n(t) =
(1 + t)n−1(1 + 2nt+ t2)
(1− t)n+2
.
The Hilbert series of the Ehrhart polynomial associated to K3,n is given by
S3,n(t) =
(1 + t)n−2(1 + 4nt+ (3n2 − n+ 4)t2 + 4t3 + t4)
(1− t)n+3
.
The Hilbert series of the Ehrhart polynomial associated to K4,n is given by
S4,n(t) =
(1 + t)n−3 p(t)
(1− t)n+4
where
p(t) = (t6 + 1) + 6n(t5 + t) + 3(3n2 − n+ 3)(t4 + t2) + 2
3
(5n3 − 3n2 + 28n)t3.
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With this knowledge, one can find a set of relations between Hilbert series and hence
Ehrhart polynomials.











(2k + 1)H2,n−1(k) +
1
2n
(nH1,n+1(k) + (n− 2)(2k − 1)H1,n−2(k))
H3,n+1(k) =
3n2 + 13n+ 16
4(n2 + 5n+ 6)
(2k + 1)H2,n+1(k) (4.2)
+
n3 + 13n2 + 18n
8(n− 1)(n2 + 5n+ 6)
H2,n(k) +
4n3 + 9n2 − 13n− 32
8(n− 1)(n2 + 5n+ 6)
H1,n+1(k) (4.3)
This leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2.9. For all n > 0, the following statements hold.
(a) For m ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the roots of Hm,n(k) lie on R.
(b) H1,n(k) R-interlaces H1,n+1(k).
(c) H1,n(k) R-interlaces H2,n(k).
(d) (2k + 1) ·H1,n(k) R-interlaces H2,n+1(k).
(e) H2,n(k) R-interlaces H2,n+1(k).
(f) H2,n(k) R-interlaces H3,n(k).
Proof. For (b) we notice that by Proposition 3.1.33, the Ehrhart polynomial of symmetric




















is satisfied for all n ≥ 2. Hence, using Lemma 4.2.4, (b) follows by induction if H1,1 R-
interlacesH1,2. This is satisfied since the roots ofH1,1(k) = 2k+1 andH1,2(k) = 2k
2+2k+1
are −1/2 and −1/2± i/2 respectively.
The rest of the results use Lemmas 4.2.2 and 4.2.4 and the equations from Proposition
4.2.8. (c) and (d) follow from equation (4.1) and (b). (e) follows from equation (4.2), (c),
and (d). (f) follows from equation (4.3), (c), and (e). Lastly, (c) and (f) give us (a).
These results motivate the following conjecture from [23].
Conjecture 4.2.10. (a) For any complete k-partite graph G of type (a1, ..., ak) the Ehrhart
polynomial Ha1,...,ak has roots on R.
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(b) Suppose a1 ≥ . . . ≥ ak. Any two Ehrhart polynomials Ha1,...,ak ,
Ha1−1,a2,...,ak R-interlace.
In an attempt to contribute to proving this conjecture, we created an algorithm in
SageMath [37].
1 def recurs ionChecker ( top , mid , bot ) :
2 n , t , a = var ( ’n , t , a ’ )
3 alpha = [ var ( ’ alpha ’+str ( i +1) ) for i in range ( len ( bot ) ) ]
4 t e s t = a∗ t imes2tp1 ( mid (n , t ) )
5 for j in range ( len ( bot ) ) :
6 t e s t += alpha [ j ]∗ bot [ j ] ( n , t )
7 t e s t = ( t e s t / top (n , t ) ) . f u l l s i m p l i f y ( )
8 num = t e s t . numerator ( )
9 den = t e s t . denominator ( )
10 numCoeff = num. c o e f f i c i e n t s ( t )
11 denCoef f = den . c o e f f i c i e n t s ( t )
12 so lveFor = [ numCoeff [ i ] [0 ]== denCoef f [ i ] [ 0 ] for i in range (
↪→ len ( numCoeff ) ) ]
13 s o l u t i o n = s o l v e ( so lveFor , [ a ] + alpha )
14 i f len ( s o l u t i o n ) == 0 :
15 print ( ”There are no s o l u t i o n s . ” )
16 return None
17 else :
18 return s o l u t i o n [ 0 ]
The input variables top and mid are rational functions and bot is a list of rational








+ alpha1(n)bot[0](t) + . . .+ alpham(n)bot[m-1](t)
or None if no solution exists. In lines 2 and 3, the variables used by the functions are
declared. In line 4 to 7, the variable test is defined. It corresponds to the right hand side
divided by the left hand side of the above equation. Hereby the function times2tp1()
takes a rational function f(t) and adds 2t · ddtf(t) to it. If f(t) is the Hilbert series of a
polynomial p(k) that corresponds to multiplying p(k) by 2k + 1 according to Proposition
4.2.5. Thanks to the built-in SageMath function full simplify(), test will now have the
form of a rational function. The above equation holds if and only if test equals 1. With
test being a rational function, this comes down to comparing the individual coefficients
of the numerator polynomial with those of the denominator polynomial. Hence in lines 8
to 12, numerator and denominator of test are separated, their respective coefficients with
respect to t are listed, and then turned into a list of equalities solveFor, which are then
solved in line 13. In the remaining lines, the solution is printed.
Using this algorithm, we were able to find the following set of relations.
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Proposition 4.2.11. The following relations hold.
H4,n(k) = f1(n)(2k + 1)H3,n(k)
+ f2(n)H3,n−1(k) + f3(n)H2,n(k) + f4(n)H1,n+1(k) (4.4)
H4,n(k) = f1(n)(2k + 1)H3,n(k)
+ f5(n)H2,n(k) + f6(n)H1,n+1(k) + f7(n)(2k + 1)H2,n−1(k) (4.5)
H3,n+1(k) = f9(n)(2k + 1)H3,n(k)
+ f9(n)H2,n(k) + f10(n)(2k + 1)H2,n−1(k) + f11(n)H1,n+1(k) (4.6)
H3,n+1(k) = f8(n)(2k + 1)H3,n(k)
+ f12(n)H3,n−1(k)− f13(n)H2,n(k) + f14(n)H1,n+1(k) (4.7)
H3,n+1(k) = f8(n)(2k + 1)H3,n(k)
+ f15(n)H3,n−1(k)− f16(n)H2,n(k)− f17(n)(2k + 1)H2,n−1(k) (4.8)
















































With these relations as well as the relations from Proposition 4.2.8 alone, it is not
possible to conclusively prove any further interlacings which are special cases of Conjecture
4.2.10. We do however get partial results.
Theorem 4.2.12. For all n > 0 the following statements hold.
(a) H3,n(k) interlaces H4,n(k) if and only if H1,n+1(k) interlaces H3,n(k).
(b) H3,n(k) interlaces H3,n+1(k) if and only if H1,n+1(k) interlaces H3,n(k).
Proof. For (a) consider equation (4.5), and for (b) consider equation (4.6). Theorem
4.2.9(f) tells us that H3,n(k) is interlaced by H2,n(k). Furthermore from (4.3) and Lemma
4.2.4, we learn that (2k + 1)H2,n+1(k) interlaces H3,n(k). Hence, the only interlacing not
yet proven is that between H1,n+1 and H3,n.
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